
CHAPTER 11

THE SINO-SOVIET SPLIT

In 1958-64, the Sino-Soviet dispute became the overriding problem
for Chinese foreign policy.1 During the first half of the 1950s,
Peking's preoccupation with Sino-American relations had been man-
ifest in the Taiwan problem, the Korean War, exclusion from the
United Nations, and the American economic embargo. These issues
were primary, involving such matters as sovereignty, national secu-
rity, and economic development. Sino-Soviet relations had been in
this sense a function of Sino-American relations because of China's
dependence on Moscow for defense and development.

None of these issues disappeared from the agenda in Peking;
however, after 1958 they became secondary to the Sino-Soviet dis-
pute. Except for brief periods of tension in 1958 and 1962, the Taiwan
Strait stabilized as a relatively inactive point of confrontation. Simi-
larly, Korea remained divided in a status of "no war - no peace."
China's rapidly expanding relations with European, African, and
Asian countries obviated much of the substantive, if not the symbol-
ic, deprivation of remaining outside the United Nations. Expanded
foreign trade provided access to European and Japanese technology,
diluting the impact of the American embargo.

By contrast, the two Khrushchev-Mao encounters in Peking in
1958 and 1959, together with the multiparty Communist conferences
in Bucharest and Moscow in i960, fueled a growing dispute in the
Sino-Soviet alliance that ultimately blew it apart in all but the formal
sense. The Soviet withdrawal of all economic assistance in i960 and
the rising level of border incidents thereafter transformed the rela-
tionship from qualified friendship to tempered hostility. Chinese

1 The volume of literature on the Sino-Soviet dispute is both large and impressive. The main
works upon which I have relied include Zbigniew K. Brzezinski, The Soviet bloc (hereafter
Bloc); Alexander Dallin et al., eds. Diversity in International communism; John Gittings,
Survey of the Sino-Soviet dispute; William E. Griffith, The Sino-Soviet rift; William E.
Griffith, Sino-Soviet relations, 1964-196}; G. F. Hudson et al., The Sino-Soviet dispute
(hereafter Dispute); Kurt London, ed. Unity and contradiction; and the classic Donald
S. Zagoria, The Sino-Soviet conflict, 19)6-1961.
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THE SINO-SOVIET SPLIT 479

accusations of Soviet intervention in domestic affairs, at the elite level
in 1959 and among Sinkiang minorities in 1962, added a particularly
volatile dimension to the usual differences between allied states over
their conflicting external priorities. Finally, Mao's anathematizing of
Khrushchev as an ideological heretic provided the ultimate blow to
the much vaunted "monolithic unity" that purportedly had charac-
terized Sino-Soviet relations during Stalin's time.

Yet despite its salience, the Sino-Soviet split defies simple historical
recapitulation. Multiple factors drove Moscow and Peking apart.
At the individual level, the personalities of Nikita Khrushchev and
Mao Tse-tung proved wholly incompatible with the standard alliance
requirements of consultation, compromise, and collaboration. The
two autocrats' idiosyncratic behavior also transformed normal
differences of policy into mutual hostility.

These differences embraced political, economic, and military
affairs. Difficult relations between the two Communist Parties ex-
tended back to the mid-1920s. The ability of the Chinese to carry
their revolution to victory independently and against Stalin's advice
provided Mao and his colleagues with a unique preeminence, in
comparison with other Communist leaders after Stalin's death. The
asymmetry of power in Moscow's favor was therefore at least
politically offset by the asymmetry of prestige in favor of Peking.

These conflicting weights of power and status coexisted with a total
Chinese dependence on Soviet economic and military aid during the
first half of the 1950s. The terms of trade and aid, together with the
implications of China's military dependence in the nuclear era, raised
practical and psychological problems for both sides that became
increasingly evident in the latter half of the decade. The staggering
scope of China's economic and military developmental needs com-
pounded the strain on Soviet resources imposed by the devastation
of World War II and the postwar needs of the Eastern European
satellites. The resulting conflict of priorities in Moscow was under-
standably perceived differently in Peking.

Beyond these essentially bilateral matters, third-country relations
confronted the alliance with major problems of coordination. Soviet-
American summitry at Geneva in 1955 and Camp David in 1959
contrasted with the absence of diplomatic recognition between Pe-
king and Washington. A Soviet emphasis on "peaceful coexistence"
was accompanied by warning against the risks of war in the nuclear
age. This implied Soviet acquiescence in the American defense com-
mitment to Taiwan, which shielded the Chinese Nationalists from
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480 THE SINO-SOVIET SPLIT

final defeat in their civil war with the Communists. In South Asia,
Moscow wooed New Delhi while the latter's border dispute
with Peking flared into armed clashes associated with rebellion in
Tibet. Farther afield, Chinese pretensions to leadership in Afro-Asian
councils collided with Soviet ambitions in the newly independent
Third World. Even Eastern Europe, a Soviet glacis acquired at
considerable cost, was not beyond Peking's reach as one or another
Eastern European leadership, particularly in 1956-57, sought to gain
leverage on Moscow with Chinese assistance. By the early 1960s, this
led to Peking's open championing of Albania's cause against the
Kremlin.

Within the Marxist-Leninist framework, the two Communist
giants competed for theoretical and practical influence among com-
munist parties and national liberation movements throughout the
world. Advocacy of the Soviet parliamentary versus the Chinese
revolutionary path to power was backed by actions in pursuit of one
or the other strategy. As a related issue, support for bourgeois
regimes as an alternative to their communist opposition revived
historic debates over the united front from below against one from
above. This abstract and somewhat esoteric debate over theory
masked real contests for power and influence, which in turn exacer-
bated Sino-Soviet relations at the highest level.

But it would be wrong to explain all of Peking's behavior abroad as
spurred by the dispute with Moscow. Many actions were entirely
separate, either initiated toward or reacting to other countries in-
dependently. The arc of Asia was a primary focus for Peking, as
compared with its secondary role for Moscow. India and Indonesia
demanded attention in their own right, apart from their contribution
to Sino-Soviet competition. In addition to this independent external
dimension of foreign policy, domestic politics provided an important
context within which China's relations with the outside world were
determined. Similarly, the impact of economic factors, whether at the
general level of demography and development or with the specific
results of the Great Leap Forward (GLF), cannot be ignored.

The multiple aspects of Sino-Soviet relations pose severe problems
of analysis and presentation. We have little reliable, direct evidence
on precisely how and why the alliance came apart. The eventual flood
of polemical literature on both sides was sometimes reliable and
revealing, but much remained partially distorted or wholly concealed.

One final caveat deserves brief attention. The terms "China,"
"Peking," and "the leadership" imply a unanimity on foreign policy
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P H A S E O N E : 1958 481

that almost certainly did not exist. Such references finesse the ques-
tion of which individuals, factions, or groups held which views.
In most instances this troublesome question cannot yet be answered.
We therefore must resort to verbal shorthand without, however,
assuming unity on a particular policy at any given time.

Because the Sino-Soviet dispute came to preoccupy Chinese
foreign policy between 1958 and 1964, it offers a leitmotif around
which we will relate other developments. As such, its antecedents
in the November 1957 Moscow conference of communist parties in
power require recapitulation in order to place the subsequent split
in perspective.

PHASE ONE: 1958

Redefining Sino-Soviet relations: November 1957

The fortieth anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution provided a
forum within which a new general line for international communism
and relations among ruling communist parties was hammered out. It
was also the context for Mao's second visit to Moscow and his second
public meeting with Khrushchev. The timing was opportune for Mao
on several counts. Soviet-Yugoslav disagreement on Moscow's status
vis-a-vis ruling communist parties had prompted Tito to boycott the
conference, although a strong Yugoslav delegation did attend. Tito's
absence embarrassed Khrushchev, who had invested considerable
personal prestige in attempting to close the breach caused by Stalin.
Domestically, Khrushchev had triumphed over a majority in the
Party Presidium, which had moved to oust him as First Secretary the
previous June. However, it had been a close call, with some of
Khrushchev's critics remaining in positions to challenge him further
should the opportunity arise.

For his part, Mao had survived the short-lived and embarrassing
experiment in allowing a "hundred flowers" to bloom, and a "hun-
dred schools" to contend, which loosened restrictions on intellectual
and political criticism in China. After a storm of public criticism,
a harsh Anti-Rightist Campaign that summer restored tight Party
control. Meanwhile, publication of Mao's celebrated speech "On the
correct handling of contradictions among the people" in June 1957
had won worldwide attention, particularly in Eastern Europe. It was
a unique acknowledgement that "nonantagonistic" conflicts of in-
terest existed normally under socialism and did not warrant their
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482 THE SINO-SOVIET SPLIT

authoritarian suppression. On balance, Mao's international prestige
profited from these developments, disruptive as they proved to be in
China at the time.

One more event, seemingly in Khrushchev's favor but shrewdly
exploited by Mao, occurred on the eve of the conference. On 4
October 1957, the Soviet Union launched the first artificial satellite,
Sputnik, into orbit. Following the earlier announcement of a success-
ful ICBM test on 26 August, this symbolized Soviet ability to match
American achievements in strategic nuclear weapons. But recognition
that it was still some time before symbol would become substance
prompted the Kremlin to temper its triumphant propaganda so as not
to throw down the gauntlet before a still-superior United States. No
such caution constrained Mao, who confidently proclaimed, "The
characteristic of the situation today is the East Wind prevailing over
the West Wind."2 Thus Mao, in effect, challenged Khrushchev to
press the psychological advantage of Sputnik through a more asser-
tive, if not more aggressive, posture against the "paper tiger" of "U.S.
imperialism."

The conjunction of circumstances permitted Mao to insert the
Chinese view on critical areas of controversy at the Moscow Confer-
ence. Formulations which asserted that "the forces of peace have so
grown that there is a real possibility of averting wars" were offset by
Mao's warning that "so long as imperialism exists there will always be
soil for aggressive wars."3 The accompanying text clearly came down
more heavily on the prospects for the latter. Again, after a lengthy
elaboration of the "peaceful path" to power stressed by Khrushchev,
attention was paid to the "nonpeaceful transition to socialism" -
"Leninism teaches, and experience confirms, that the ruling classes
never relinquish power voluntarily." With regard to the debate over
loosening or tightening domestic and intraparty control, the confer-
ence statement firmly asserted: "The main danger at present is
revisionism, or, in other words, right-wing opportunism."

In general, the softer language reflected Khrushchev's preferred
emphasis, although the differences were not so clear-out as they
became later. Nor was Mao alone in his advocacy of a harder line
both domestically and in foreign policy. In addition, Mao backed
Khrushchev against Gomulka, whose Polish path to socialism and
assertions of implied independence from Moscow's diktat challenged
standard Soviet definitions of the correct line. This support, which

2 Brzezinski, Bloc, 299. 3 Full text in Hudson, Dispute, 46-56.
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PHASE O N E : I 9 5 8 483

proved critical in solidifying Khrushchev's position at the conference,
paralleled Mao's assertion that a new "turning point" had been
reached internationally by Soviet technological and weaponry
achievements. The resulting responsibility for bloc leadership fell on
Moscow, but defining bloc policy required Peking's concurrence.
Thus, making the Soviet Union primus inter pares did not consign
China to a passive role.

More than verbal bargaining marked Sino-Soviet exchanges in
Moscow. On the eve of the conference, the Soviet Union agreed to
provide the PRC with assistance in developing nuclear weapons. As
subsequently claimed by Peking, an "agreement on new technology
for national defense" was concluded on 15 October 1957, and
Khrushchev allegedly promised "to provide China with a sample of
an atomic bomb and technical data concerning its manufacture."4

This explains why Mao was accompanied by his minister of defense,
Marshal P'eng Te-huai, and joined on 6 November by a military
"goodwill" mission that did not depart until 29 November. Simul-
taneously, Kuo Mo-jo headed a scientific and technical delegation,
together with a group from the Chinese Academy of Sciences, for
meetings with their Soviet counterparts. On 11 December, a five-year
Sino-Soviet scientific cooperation agreement was signed in Moscow,
along with a protocol on scientific cooperation for 1958.

To anticipate, these negotiations resulted in a major contribution to
China's nuclear weapons program, as revealed later through U.S.
intelligence.5 Although Moscow never confirmed the Chinese claims,
its assistance to Peking was substantial, albeit terminated in 1959-60.
Construction of a gaseous diffusion plant near Lanchow duplicated
standard Soviet facilities, at least in external appearance. At the Lop
Nor nuclear test site, the supporting infrastructure was configured
according to Soviet designs. A missile identical with those of the
Soviet Union was sighted nearby, although whether it was a mockup
or operational could not be ascertained. Thus, while a "sample atomic
bomb" per se may or may not have been actually promised, these
indicators of a substantive sharing in nuclear weapons technology
suggest that the 1957 accords significantly advanced China's research
and development program.

4 "A comment on the Soviet government's statement of August 3," PR, 6(16 August 196)),
7-15-

5 The following paragraph draws on the author's access to U.S. government information
during his tenure in the Department of State's Bureau of Intelligence and Research,
1961-66.
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484 THE SINO-SOVIET SPLIT

In sum, Sino-Soviet interaction during the fall of 1957 seemingly
strengthened the alliance, although the seeds of subsequent tension
were also sown at this time. Thus Mao's assertion that "the socialist
camp must have a head, and this head is the USSR," as well as that
"the Communist and workers' parties of all countries must have a
head and that head is the CPSU" carried potentially troublesome as
well as favorable implications.

Similarly, his exaggeration of Soviet missile achievements may have
been disconcerting, but it did not threaten adventuresome action on
the part of China at the moment. More worrisome was Mao's cavalier
dismissal of a nuclear war in which although "half of mankind died,
the other half would remain while imperialism would be razed to the
ground and the whole world would become socialist." Yet however
disturbing Mao's rhetoric was to his Soviet audience, it did not deter
Khrushchev from agreeing to share nuclear weapons technology.
Although the Soviet leader would subsequently come to rue and
ultimately to reverse this decision, he showed no such restraint at
the time. Thus, Chinese foreign policy entered 1958 in the context
of newly defined Sino-Soviet relations framed through favorable
negotiations at the highest level.

195 8: an overview

Years later, Mao identified 1958 as a benchmark in China's post-
revolutionary development: "From 1958, we decided to make self-
reliance our major policy and striving for foreign aid a secondary
aim."6 The implications of this remark for Sino-Soviet relations were
borne out on both the domestic and foreign policy fronts, with
far-reaching consequences.

Domestically, the GLF evoked open as well as private criticism
from Khrushchev for its alleged emulation of "war communism."
This in turn irritated Chinese sensibilities as interference in internal
affairs and public humiliation of an ally. Mao's flagrant disregard for
Soviet economic methods in 1958 totally ignored Soviet advisers,
whose exclusion from any effective role contributed to their ultimate
withdrawal in i960. Finally, hyperbolic claims of GLF successes and
assertions that the commune offered a shortcut to communism,
leapfrogging Soviet developmental stages, implicitly challenged the

6 Mao Tse-tung, "Talk at an enlarged Central Work Conference," 30 January 1962, in Stuart
Schram, ed. Chairman Mao talks to the people (hereafter Talks), 176-78.
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PHASE ONE: 1958 485

Kremlin's assumed role as ideological and economic leader of the
socialist camp.

Externally Chinese attacks against "revisionism" in Eastern
Europe consistently went beyond Soviet positions, particularly with
respect to Yugoslavia in the spring of 1958. In July, Khrushchev's
cautious handling of the Middle East crisis when U.S. Marines landed
in Lebanon evoked a harsher line from Peking that called for a more
militant response. Shortly thereafter, the two leaders met secretly for
three days in the Chinese capital, accompanied by a high Soviet
military official. During their rendezvous, however, Mao failed to
inform Khrushchev of his impending bombardment and blockade of
the offshore island of Quemoy later that month. This unilateral
action triggered a massive American naval and air deployment to
the Taiwan Strait and, according to authoritative Soviet sources,
prompted Khrushchev's decision to cancel the nuclear weapons
technology agreement concluded only the previous year.

This brief overview of 1958 suggests the magnitude as well as the
complex interaction of domestic and foreign developments. Scholarly
analysis has probed for causal linkages to test one hypothesis that
explains both aspects of Chinese policy with a single factor. This
approach stresses internal politics represented by the ascendancy of a
"left" or "radical" faction over a "moderate" or "right" faction in the
aftermath of the "blooming and contending" experiment and its
Anti-Rightist epilogue.7 Yet despite monographic research, sufficient
evidence for this holistic explanation of Chinese behavior on both
fronts has not been found. While allegations and revelations during
and after the Cultural Revolution threw partial light on isolated
events, they fail to explain the full range of considerations that
underlay the Taiwan Strait actions and the ideological challenge to
Moscow.

This does not deny the hypothesis. But it cautions against attribut-
ing an overall causal explanation for both domestic and foreign policy
where logical inference and plausible reconstruction must substitute
for direct evidence. Indeed, in the case of Quemoy it is not only
necessary but perhaps justified to separate domestic from foreign
affairs so far as policy origins are concerned. The Taiwan Strait
situation was a function, at least in part, of Sino-American relations
with a history extending back to the first offshore island crisis in
1954-55. As such, it deserves attention in its own right, especially

7 Zagoria, Conflict, esp. ch. 2.
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486 THE SINO-SOVIET SPLIT

given the suspension of Sino-American ambassadorial exchanges in
December 1957, and the failure of Peking's effort to achieve a modus
vivendi on the Taiwan issue during the previous two years.

Similarly, the strident attack on Yugoslav "revisionism" was in
part a reaction to Tito's decision to formalize his "separate path to
socialism" in a major statement in March 1958. This brought to a
head issues which had first arisen in 1948 with the Cominform
denunciation of Belgrade and which had persisted to plague Bel-
grade's relations with Moscow, as well as Peking, to a varying degree
thereafter.

A second hypothesis prominent in analysis of the times alleges that
Soviet missile achievements prompted Peking to assert its positions
vigorously across the entire range of issues from Eastern Europe to
East Asia. But this argument also remains unproved. The antecedents
of events in 1958 provide sufficient explanation in themselves without
requiring a more holistic hypothesis. Insofar as policy can be attri-
buted to a single individual, namely, Mao, it is plausible to identify a
single factor as determining various actions that offer a common
appearance. But it is questionable to what degree all decisions,
domestic and foreign, were made by Mao personally and alone. This
question is particularly relevant in view of his resignation that fall as
Chairman of the People's Republic while remaining Chairman of the
CCP. Deferring causal explanation until more evidence is available, in
the meantime we can place events in a sequence of development.
Sequentially, but not in order of importance, we examine the han-
dling of the Lebanon crisis, the Peking summit meeting, and the
Quemoy bombardment. Finally, the spillover effects of the GLF
deserve mention.

Lebanon and the Peking summit

The secret Peking meeting of 31 July-3 August 1958 between
Khrushchev and Mao came after a buildup of differences in the
polemical postures struck by the two sides, first with regard to
Yugoslavia and then with respect to the landing of U.S. Marines in
Lebanon. These political atmospherics set the context within which
the two leaders exchanged views. In March, the Yugoslav Communist
Party released a 230-page draft program formally enunciating a wide
range of domestic and foreign policy positions which openly chal-
lenged those advocated by Moscow and endorsed at the November
1957 conference of ruling communist parties. The circulation of this
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PHASE O N E : 1 9 5 8 487

document throughout the communist world to invite comment
evoked strong reactions. Its advocacy of nonalignment and neutrality
countered the Warsaw Pact principles. Its attitude toward socialists in
the West and the Third World implicitly ruled out a leading role for
communists there. Its emphasis on internal autonomy and the equal-
ity of all communist parties countered the long-standing concept of
Moscow as primus inter pares.

Not surprisingly, the Kremlin led the other parties in announcing a
boycott of the forthcoming Yugoslav Party Congress. Yet, despite a
detailed critique of the program by Kommunist only three days
before the congress convened, Moscow maintained a measure of
restraint by referring to the Yugoslav "comrades" and publicly
vowing to "be friends with Yugoslavia - always."8

Peking showed no such restraint. After the congress had closed, the
People's Daily avoided a "comradely" tone, instead denigrating the
"leading group" of the Yugoslav Party, together with their "out and
out revisionist" program, as acting to reverse course or risk a break in
relations with the bloc.9 Peking also asserted that the 1948 Comin-
form resolution against Tito's alleged heresies remained valid. This
was China's first endorsement of Stalin's initial attack. His second
move, a 1949 Cominform resolution tying Tito to "U.S. imperial-
ism," had already been withdrawn as a result of Khrushchev's
peacemaking trip to Belgrade in 1955.

Over the following month, Moscow persistently responded more
slowly and less harshly than Peking while gradually stepping up its
attack. In addition, the Soviet Union maintained normal state rela-
tions with Yugoslavia. Belgrade, however, withdrew its ambassador
from China after he was refused access to the leadership there.
Khrushchev continued his references to "comrade" Tito, although
Peking employed the derogative term "the Tito clique." Thus, while
Soviet criticism challenged Tito at virtually every point, its choice of
language made credible Khrushchev's express desire to "preserve
some spark of hope and to search for acceptable forms of contact on
certain questions."10 By contrast, the Chinese polemic seemed de-
liberately designed to destroy this possibility for the Soviet Union as
well as for the PRC.

It has been suggested that Mao's motives were twofold: First, to
strengthen bloc unity against the threat of neutralism or ideological

8 Zagoria, Conflict, 180.
9 "Modern revisionism must be condemned," PR, 11 (13 May 1958).

10 Zagoria, Conflict, 182.
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488 THE SINO-SOVIET SPLIT

diversity posed by Belgrade so as to confront imperialism more
vigorously; and second, to inhibit Khrushchev's tendency toward
detente with the West by attacking Yugoslav views on peaceful
coexistence and the easing of East-West tensions. This analysis is
buttressed by Chinese statements at the Warsaw Pact meeting in May
1958. Echoing Mao's remarks at Moscow the previous November,
Ch'en Yun declared, " 'U.S. phobia' is entirely groundless. It is
extremely erroneous and harmful to overestimate the imperialist
forces of war and underestimate the forces of peace and socialism."
More pointedly, he continued, "If formerly, for instance, at the time
after the October Revolution, Lenin, the Soviet Communist Party,
and the Soviet people, confronted with the encirclement of the
capitalist world and the armed intervention of the fourteen countries,
were not afraid, why should there be any fear toward imperialism
when the socialist camp has absolute superiority?"11 By contrast,
Khrushchev's report depicted the destructive consequences of nuclear
war in graphic terms, called for unilateral and mutual reductions of
armed forces, and urged "meetings between responsible statesmen
that will lead to a solution of controversial issues."

Almost simultaneously Mao addressed the second session of the
Eighth Party Congress in May 1958 in terms that combined Khru-
shchev's dark portrayal of nuclear war with the Chairman's celebrated
assurance that China could survive the loss of half its population. His
remarks warrant extended quotation as a reflection of Mao's own
views when presented to a private audience. In a section subtitled
"preparation for the final disaster," he warned:

Now my talk will be a little dark. We must prepare for great disaster and
great difficulty.... If the war maniacs use atom bombs what is to be done?
Let them use them. So long as warmongers exist then this is a possibility. .. .

Of war and peace, the possibility of peace is greater than the possibility of
war. Now the possibility of struggling for peace is greater than in the past.
The strengthening of the socialist camp is greater than before . . . But there
is also a possibility of war and we must prepare for the possibility of a
madman, of imperialism seeking to escape from economic crisis. .. .

If we prepare and if they really strike, what is to be done? We must talk
about this problem. If they strike then they strike. We will exterminate
imperialism and afterwards once again construct. From that point there
cannot again be a world war. . . .

If war breaks out it is unavoidable that people will die. We have seen wars
kill people. Many times in China's past half the population has been wiped
out. . . . We have at present no experience with atomic war. We do not

It Ibid., 188.
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know how many must die. It is better if one-half are left, the second best is
one-third.... After several five-year plans [China] will then develop and
rise up. In place of the totally destroyed capitalism we will obtain perpetual
peace. This will not be a bad thing.12

Mao backed up his analysis with a recapitulation of China's
repeated loss of life in the tens of millions, from the Han through the
T'ang dynasties. But he did not assert the superiority of the socialist
camp, as he had at Moscow or as Ch'en Yun did at Warsaw. Nor did
he introduce his subject in a belligerent or defiant context. Least
of all did he imply a readiness to test American resolve by Chinese
action. Seen in these terms, the private Chinese posture could not
be characterized as reckless or adventurist, much less contriving to
trigger an East-West conflict in which a Soviet-American nuclear
exchange would be likely.

Nonetheless, China's public rhetoric and polemics, whether
ostensibly targeted on Yugoslavia or obliquely phrased at Warsaw,
betokened Sino-Soviet differences over the proper strategy and tactics
for confronting imperialism. These differences became evident during
the Middle East crisis which began with a revolt in Iraq that took that
country out of its Western alliance and ended with U.S. Marines in
Lebanon and British troops in Jordan.

Khrushchev's response to these events was to propose an immedi-
ate summit conference of the United States, Britain, France, the
Soviet Union and India, in Geneva or elsewhere. His letter to
President Eisenhower of 19 July raised this unique prospect in
appropriately moderate language: "We address you not from posi-
tions of intimidation but from positions of reason. . . . The statesmen
of countries must seek solutions not by means of fanning war
psychosis, but reasonably and calmly."13 This rejected the People's
Daily position of only two days previous: "There cannot be the
slightest indulgence or tolerance toward American imperialism's act
of aggression. . . . If the American aggressors are permitted to do as
they wish, then not only will the people of the Middle East be
enslaved, but a new world war would be inevitable. . . . Therefore let
the people of the world take emergency action."14

Worse, Khrushchev's proposal excluded China, while including

12 Mao Tse-tung, "Second speech to Second Session, Eighth Party Congress," 17 May 1958,
Mao Tse-tung ssu-hsiang wan-sui (Long live Mao Tse-tung Thought), hereafter Wan-sui
(1969), 207-8.

13 Zagoria, Conflict, 198.
14 Ibid.
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India. Peking finally endorsed it three days later and thereafter muted
its public differences of emphasis. Khrushchev further antagonized
Peking on 23 July when he agreed to a Western counterproposal that
the five-nation summit meet within the Security Council, thereby
including Taiwan's representative while excluding the PRC.

On 3 August, a joint Sino-Soviet communique revealed that
Khrushchev, accompanied by Soviet Defense Minister Malinovsky,
had met with Mao and his colleagues secretly since 31 July. Malinov-
sky's failure to attend or to address PLA anniversary celebrations
on 1 August, together with the international context, suggested this
summit was hastily called for emergency purposes. The timing also
had possible domestic implications. On 25 July Peking announced
that more than a thousand high-ranking officials had attended an
"enlarged conference" called by the CCP Military Affairs Commis-
sion from 27 May to 22 July. Mao and his top generals had addressed
the principles for development of China's military capabilities and
questions of national defense in the light of current developments.

Unfortunately, no detailed accounts have ever been released on
either event, although subsequent Chinese and Soviet references agree
on two points: First, Mao's impending bombardment of Quemoy
was not discussed with Khrushchev; second, some sort of shared
Sino-Soviet military facilities in the PRC proved to have been the
subject of considerable contention and ultimate disagreement. These
two points deserve amplification, if necessarily speculative, for their
contribution to subsequent Sino-Soviet strains.

Speaking privately to a select audience in late November 1958, Mao
asserted, "The Sino-Soviet talks . . . did not contain a word about the
question of the Taiwan situation."15 Subsequent Soviet allegations of
not having been consulted in advance, "as was required by the spirit
of the Treaty of Friendship, Alliance, and Mutual Aid," therefore
seem valid.16 References to "the spirit" of the Sino-Soviet treaty,
rather than to the treaty itself, highlights a fundamental difference in
approach to the relationship. For Mao, Quemoy was a purely internal
matter that lay wholly within China's discretion to dispose of as it
wished. Consultation with Moscow was not only unnecessary and

15 Mao Tse-tung, "Record of talk with directors of various cooperative areas," 30 November
1958, in Wan-sui (1969), 255.

16 M. I. Makarov et al., Vneshnava politika KNR (Foreign Policy of the People's Republic of
China), 28, cited in Jonathan Pollack, "Perception and action in Chinese foreign policy: The
Quemoy decision" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, 1975), 347; also A. S.
Whiting, interview with M.S. Kapitsa, 10 June 1975.
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perhaps unwise, but also undesirable, as inviting foreign intervention
in a domestic matter.

For Khrushchev, however, the American commitment to Chiang
Kai-shek and the American military presence in the Taiwan Strait
could not but concern the Soviet Union. At the very least, a Sino-
American confrontation there could complicate the timing and
tactics of another Soviet push against Berlin. At worst, it could
escalate through the patron-client ties on both sides whereby local
exchanges between Chinese Nationalist and Communist forces could
incrementally involve their respective superpower supporters. This
might not lead to a Soviet-American conflict, but it would jeopardize
the chances of a summit conference toward which Khrushchev had
been maneuvering.

To anticipate the outcome of the Quemoy bombardment that
began on 23 August 1958, the early American response, both in the
area and in Washington, prompted Peking to propose Sino-American
negotiations on 6 September. The next day Khrushchev sent a letter
to Eisenhower warning that an attack on China "is an attack on the
Soviet Union." Privately, however, he reportedly decided at this time
that Mao's behavior warranted termination of the Soviet nuclear
sharing agreement, although formal communication of that decision
did not occur until the following June.17

Khrushchev may have already doubted the wisdom of nuclear
sharing as a result of the acrimonious exchanges over proposed
military cooperation at the Peking summit meeting. These could not
have been more untimely, given a renewed Chinese emphasis on
"self-reliance" and against dependence on foreigners (the Soviets)
during the previous months. This domestic development coincided
with and reinforced strains in the alliance already manifest in the
divergent postures on Yugoslavia and the Middle East.

In the first half of 195 8, Mao gave a series of talks which focused on
the need to arouse and to mobilize the Chinese people for undertak-
ing the GLF.18 In this context he repeatedly attacked the "slavish
mentality" that "worships foreign things," specifically rejecting
wholesale reliance on the Soviet Union. The following excerpts
illustrate the overall tenor of his remarks:

17 Whiting interview with Kapitsa.
18 See "Speech at the Supreme State Conference," 28 January 1958; "Talks at the Chengtu

Conference," March 1958; and "Speech at the group leaders' forum of the enlarged meeting
of the Military Affairs Committee," 28 June 1958; in Schram, Talks.
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(10 March 1958): To import Soviet codes and conventions inflexibly is to
lack the creative spirit. .. . Since we didn't understand these things [heavy
industry, planning, banking, and statistics] and had absolutely no experi-
ence, all we could do in our ignorance was to import foreign methods.. ..
I couldn't have eggs or chicken soup for three years because an article
appeared in the Soviet Union which said that one shouldn't eat them. Later
they said one could eat them. It didn't matter whether the article was correct
or not, the Chinese listened all the same and respectfully obeyed. In short,
the Soviet Union was tops. . . .

The greater part of Soviet planning was correctly applied to China, but
part of it was incorrect. It was imported uncritically . . . we understood still
less the economic differences between the Soviet Union and China. So all we
could do was to follow blindly. Now the situation has changed. Generally
speaking, we are now capable of undertaking the planning and construction
of large enterprises. In another five years we shall be capable of manufactur-
ing the equipment ourselves.19

(28 June 1958): In wartime it will not do to implement orders according to
Soviet army regulations. It is better for us to have our own regulations....
In the documents of the Eighth Congress, there is a passage dealing with
the problem of technological reform. From the point of view of present
conditions this is inappropriate because it over-emphasizes Soviet aid. It
is very necessary to win Soviet aid, but the most important thing is self-
reliance. . . . The main aim of this conference is to overthrow the slave
mentality and to bury dogmatism. . . .

We have rich experience, more than the Soviet Union. We should not
regard our own experiences as worthless. This is wrong. . . . Nowadays the
stuff produced by the Soviet military advisors [combat plans and ways of
thinking] all deal with the offensive and are all concerned with victory. They
have no defensive material and do not provide for defeat. This does not
conform with real situations.20

Mao's secret speeches elaborated on themes more elliptically sug-
gested in public articles which implied a lessening reliance on Soviet
aid. In May, PLA Air Force Commander General Liu Ya-lou forecast
major military weapons improvements based on indigenous, not
Soviet, resources: "China's working class and scientists will certainly
be able to make the most up-to-date aircraft and atomic bombs in
the not-distant future. By that time . . . we can use atomic weapons
and rockets made by the workers, engineers, and scientists of our
country."21

These hints in private and public statements of lowered expecta-
tions for Soviet assistance run counter to the logic of the 1957 atomic

19 Ibid., 103. 20 Ibid., 125-30.
21 Alice Langlcy Hsieh , Communist China's strategy in the nuclear era, 112.
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sharing agreements, which were already being implemented. One
explanation may lie in Khrushchev's proposals for Soviet-American
negotiations on a nuclear test ban. His 4 April letter to world leaders,
including Chou En-lai, noted that with only the Soviet Union, the
United States, and Great Britain possessing nuclear weapons, a test
ban agreement "is comparatively easy to reach," whereas when "after
some time other countries may become possessors of nuclear
weapons . . . it will be a more complicated matter to reach an agree-
ment on the discontinuance of these tests."22 On 22 April, he agreed
to President Eisenhower's suggestion of a Soviet-American technical
study on how to police a test cessation.

In addition to understandable Chinese resentment at this apparent
move against Peking's ultimate nuclear capability, a Sino-Soviet
disagreement arose over other areas of proposed military coopera-
tion. Indeed, this may have been the immediate issue which prompted
the Peking summit meeting. Post hoc accounts of what actually was
offered or requested on each side differ, but they agree on an
argument over the joint use of naval, air, and communications
facilities in China.23 Differences persisting at lower levels over pre-
vious months apparently prompted an attempt at resolution in Pe-
king. No agreement was reached, however. Instead, the two sides
probably parted on worse terms than before. Whether Khrushchev
expected access to joint facilities in return for nuclear sharing or Mao
demanded a wider range of modern weapons without conceding to
Soviet demands cannot be determined on the available evidence. But
Chinese sensitivity over a foreign military presence, coupled with
Mao's renewed emphasis on "self-reliance," produced an impasse
that subsequently embittered both sides.

The Quemoy bombardment

On 23 August 1958, Chinese Communist batteries unleashed an
estimated 41,000 shells against the Quemoy Island complex, the

22 MacFarquhar, The origins of the Cultural Revolution, 2. 66.
23 Pollack, "Perception," 350-52, reviews Soviet and Chinese sources, including interviews

with Kapitsa by American scholars, and lists Soviet demands as possibly including naval
access to Chinese ports, communications facilities for the Soviet navy, a joint Sino-Soviet
fleet along the Chinese coast, a Soviet tracking station in China to monitor U.S. missiles, and
Soviet interceptor air bases in China. Possible Chinese demands were for extensive Soviet
submarine construction help, including eventual nuclear subs, Soviet air defense wings
under Chinese control, and various kinds of air and ground assistance against Quemoy.
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highest total in nearly ten years of recurring hostilities.24 The targets
lay within a few thousand yards of mainland artillery on three sides.
The approximately 80,000 Nationalist troops, together with a civilian
populace of 40,000, basically depended on seaborne supplies from
125 miles away in Taiwan to maintain the offshore bastion, one of the
last legal territorial remnants of Chiang Kai-shek's sovereignty. The
threat to nearby shipping posed by the Quemoy garrison's guns
effectively blocked access to the major port of Amoy, visible across
the harbor.

During the following week, the Fukien provincial radio station
blared surrender ultimatums to Quemoy, while an intermittent bom-
bardment of varying intensity hit the island complex.25 Isolated
bombing and strafing by MIG-17S struck at military targets, while
naval units interdicted supplies from Taiwan. On 28 August the
People's Daily gave front-page attention to a Ministry of Defense
commendation for the sinking of a Nationalist ship four days pre-
viously, claiming that this "showed the power of the Chinese Peo-
ple's Navy, severely threatening marine contact between the Chiang
Kai-shek army now entrenched on Quemoy Island and Taiwan and
increasing the difficulty of its situation."26 The directive ordered the
navy "to make further efforts and be ready to deal heavier blows to
reinforcements of the traitorous Chiang Kai-shek army at any time in
close coordination with land and air force units at the front."

But after 7.7 August, the tempo and level of military action de-
creased sharply. This was only partially attributable to the impact of
typhoons. American responses to the bombardment suggest an addi-
tional explanation. Within days of the first shelling, the U.S. Seventh
Fleet in the western Pacific and the U.S. Fifth Air Force in Japan went
on alert status. The aircraft carrier Essex and four destroyers from the
Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean were ordered to the Taiwan area.
The Taiwan Strait patrol was strengthened with two additional
aircraft carrier groups, and an American air defense exercise was held
over Taiwan. U.S. military commanders from the Pacific theater met
on the island to supervise a previously announced joint Sino-
American amphibious exercise in early September, which would

24 Ibid., 117. Pollack's data are based on declassified U.S. government documents in addition
to a thorough review of press reports and Chinese sources, Nationalist and Communist.

25 The initial surrender demand threatened "landing on Quemoy" as well as total blockade;
China News Service in Mandarin, Fukien Front, 28 August 1958, as quoted in ibid., 128-29.
Subsequent ultimatum broadcasts omitted the invasion threat. Shelling intensity varied
from 3,000 to 36,000 shells per day.

26 Ibid., 122.
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involve 3,800 U.S. Marines. By 29 August, more than 50 American
ships, including 6 aircraft carriers with more than 500 fighters and
bombers, were either in or on their way to the Taiwan area. The next
day Seventh Fleet units prepared to escort Nationalist supply ships to
Quemoy.

American political statements, albeit more ambiguous, left suf-
ficient room for involvement to add concern in Peking. On the day
the bombardment began, Secretary of State Dulles released a letter
responding to a congressional inquiry over the meaning of recently
increased mainland military activity near the offshore islands, noting,
"I think it would be highly hazardous for anyone to assume that if
the Chinese communists were to change this situation by force and
now to attack and seek to conquer these islands, that it could be a
limited operation."27

On 27 August, President Eisenhower claimed that with one-third
of the Nationalist forces on the islands, this created "a closer inter-
locking between the defense systems of the islands with Formosa
than was the case before," in 1954-55.28 He thereby invoked the
1955 Formosa Resolution, which had authorized the president to use
force beyond the 1954 Mutual Defense Treaty limits of Taiwan and
the Pescadores if he determined this were necessary to the defense of
Taiwan. He also cautioned that "the U.S. will not desert its responsi-
bilities" were the islands to be invaded. Four days later in Taipei, U.S.
Secretary of the Army Brucker warned Peking not to "underesti-
mate" American warnings.

The concatenation of actions and words apparently countered
Mao's own expectations. Speaking privately to the Supreme State
Conference on j September, he confessed, "I simply did not calculate
that the world would become so disturbed and turbulent" from
"firing a few rounds of artillery at Quemoy and Matsu."29 Although
he blamed the "turmoil" on the fact that "people fear war, they are
afraid that America will rush into calamity everywhere," he did not
disguise his surprise at his miscalculation.

On 6 September, Chou En-lai publicly proposed resumption of the
Sino-American ambassadorial talks, suspended since the previous
December. Although his speech followed immediately after the most
explicit American commitment to date in support of the Nationalists,

27 Ibid., 157-58.
28 Ibid., 158.
29 Mao Tse-tung, "Speech to Supreme State Conference," 5 September 1958, in Wan-sui

(1969), 233.
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delivered by Secretary Dulles on 5 September, a close reading of
Chinese words and behavior suggests that a decision to reduce the
risk of war came well before Dulles's press conference. One month
later, on 6 October, Marshal P'eng Te-huai announced a one-week
suspension of the bombardment and blockade. After another three
weeks, he declared a unique program of shelling only on even-
numbered days. Tension abated, and no further action occurred.

Central to Chinese calculations in planning the Quemoy bombard-
ment was the anticipated American response. Mao's secret self-
criticism stated that he did not expect it to be so vigorous. But
Chinese officials claimed success immediately after the bombardment
ended, alleging that its goal had actually been to involve American
forces so as to preclude abandonment of offshore islands in a "two-
China" move.30 This latter explanation appears to have been a post
hoc rationalization. The ultimatums initially broadcast to the
Quemoy garrison demanded that it surrender. Moreover, on 8
September Mao, addressing the Supreme State Conference, called
on Dulles and Eisenhower "to take the initiative and gradually
disengage. . . . What way of disengagement is there? Simply for
110,000 men [his estimate of the Kuomintang forces on Quemoy and
Matsu] to get away."31 Mao specifically denied that the "trap" of
Quemoy and Matsu was closed to "escape."

This suggests that a range of goals underlay the move, which
at best, might have resulted in capture of the islands while Ameri-
can power was concentrated on the Middle East crisis. At worst,
the bombardment might have forced Washington to resume the am-
bassadorial talks with due regard for Peking's claims on Taiwan.
Pertinent in this regard are certain developments during the previous
year.

In 1957, after two years of effort by Peking to negotiate a modus
vivendi with Washington, relations sharply worsened. That May, the
United States revealed its intention to deploy the nuclear-capable
missile Matador, with a 650-mile range, on Taiwan. In June, Secretary
Dulles delivered an unusually hostile and uncompromising address
on China policy. In December, Peking suspended the Sino-American
ambassadorial talks when transfer of Washington's representative
elsewhere resulted in a lower-level officer's replacing him.

Chou's February 1958 review of foreign policy to the National

30 Anna Louise Strong, "Chinese strategy in the Taiwan Strait," New Times, 46 (November
1958), 8—11.

31 Mao, "Speech to Supreme State Conference," 8 September 1958, in Wan-sui (1969), 239.
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People's Congress responded to these developments in kind, omitting
previous references to a "peaceful liberation of Taiwan" and excoriat-
ing Washington for its alleged "two-China" plot. On 30 June Peking
publicly demanded that the United States name an ambassadorial
representative to the suspended talks within fifteen days, or the PRC
would "consider that the United States has decided to break [them]
up."3 2 Washington, refusing to submit to an ultimatum, deliberately
delayed its designation of the U.S. ambassador to Poland as partici-
pant. Meanwhile, the Lebanon crisis erupted.

Speaking months later to the Supreme State Conference, Mao
linked these two developments:

In the past the Americans insulted us. Before the Middle East incident they
openly published a memorandum and spoke ill of China, saying China is
the worst one. . .. They also cut off the Geneva talks. Not until the end of
the Middle East incident did their documents come and they postponed
by several days our time limit. Our deadline was the 15th and their letter
requesting talks was the 17th. We did not publish this at the time because
we did not care about that document and we wanted to shell.33

Suddenly the Chinese introduced "liberate Taiwan" themes into
the mass demonstrations over Lebanon and accelerated the move-
ment of jet fighters, artillery, and troops opposite the offshore islands
and Taiwan. On 22 July, the main military newspaper, Liberation
Army News, ostensibly marking the fifth anniversary of a battle that
had foiled a Nationalist invasion of an island south of Quemoy,
claimed that "the Chinese People's Liberation Army coastal defense
forces have all pledged themselves to . . . prepare to liberate our
country's territory of Taiwan, Quemoy, Matsu, and other coastal
islands."34 The People's Daily repeated this dispatch the next day.

On 29 July, MIG-17S made their first combat appearance along the
coast, shooting down two Nationalist fighters on patrol south of
Quemoy. Airfields built a year or more before became operational
with deployments in late July and early August. A 500-mile railroad
to Amoy, the first to be built in Fukien, had been completed in
February, and it now serviced some 400 artillery pieces targeted on
Quemoy and more than 300,000 troops assembled along the Fukien
front.

Thus, Peking's relations with Washington had deteriorated badly

32 Pollack, "Perception," 89.
33 Mao to Supreme State Conference, 15 April 1959, in Wan-sui (1969), 290.
34 Pollack, "Perception," 89.
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beginning in mid-1957. Its adamant stand on the ambassadorial talks
dated from December 1957. Its military activity opposite the offshore
islands began in late July 1958, triggered by the Middle East crisis.
This suggests a series of decisions and their implementation in
advance of the abortive Khrushchev-Mao meeting. Combining the
emphasis on "self-defense" with the consistent definition of Taiwan's
"liberation" as an "internal affair," it would appear that Mao hoped
the Quemoy attack would prompt the garrison to surrender without
an American response, thereby demonstrating to Khrushchev Pe-
king's resolve, Washington's impotence, and Moscow's irrelevance.

However, Mao's admitted miscalculation not only brought about a
Sino-American military confrontation but also seriously worsened
Sino-Soviet relations. On 5 September, Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko arrived in Peking, accompanied by his top China specialist,
M.S. Kapitsa, for consultation on the Quemoy affair. The next day,
Chou called for Sino-American ambassadorial talks. On 7 September
Khrushchev wrote to Eisenhower: "An attack on the People's Re-
public of China, which is a great friend, ally, neighbor of our
country, is an attack on the Soviet Union. Loyal to its duty, our
country would do everything to defend, jointly with People's China,
the security of both countries."35 He defended Peking's actions as
"striving to liberate its own territory" with "every legitimate right"
and "a lawful measure of self-defense."

Privately, however, the Soviet leader apparently was angered by
Mao's unilateral action. According to Kapitsa, Khrushchev rejected
his colleagues' opposition to publicly backing Mao, arguing that the
alliance required him to respond once Eisenhower had intervened,
but after tension abated it would be necessary to review the rela-
tionship.36 Mao's reportedly cavalier dismissal of the escalatory risks
of nuclear warfare in his meeting with Gromyko further provoked
the Soviet decision to renege on the 1957 nuclear agreement.

The public polemics between Moscow and Peking which emerged
in the mid-1960s included Soviet claims of having deterred an Ameri-
can attack during the Quemoy affair and a Chinese denial that such
an attack had been imminent, least of all by the time Khrushchev sent
his letter to Eisenhower.37 The absence in Mao's speeches immediate-
ly after the event of any charges of inadequate Soviet support makes it

35 Ibid., 230-31.
36 Whiting interview with M. S. Kapitsa, 10 June 1975.
37 Soviet government statements, 21 August and 21 September 1963; Chinese government

statement, 1 September 1963; in Griffith, The Sino-Soviet rift, 365, 382, and 439.
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unlikely that the subsequent exchanges reflect the actual cause of
tension at the time. Chinese actions neither invited nor required
Soviet intervention and, on the contrary, ruled it out on principle.
But the role of Quemoy in the Soviet decision to suspend nuclear
assistance, whether genuine or feigned, proved important.

The Great Leap and Soviet criticism

During the bombardment of Quemoy, Peking mobilized the country
in the so-called Great Leap Forward (GLF). On 29 August, an
enlarged session of the Politburo of the CCP passed a resolution
"Concerning the establishment of the People's Communes," which
declared that these "basic social units of Communist society" were to
"accelerate the speed of socialist construction and the purpose of
building socialism is to prepare actively for the transition to Com-
munism. It seems that the attainment of communism in China is no
longer a remote future event. We should actively use the form of the
people's communes to explore the practical road to transition to
communism."38

Although the primary implications and importance of this develop-
ment were domestic, the spillover into Sino-Soviet relations contri-
buted further to friction in the alliance. On the Chinese side, the
communes, together with their free supply system, communal mess
halls, and nurseries, were authoritatively hailed as "a major event, not
only in Chinese history but in world history" and "an event of world
significance."39 In contrast, Soviet ceremonial speeches, messages,
and official statements relating to China studiously avoided public
reference to the communes throughout the fall. Speaking to Senator
Hubert Humphrey, Khrushchev dismissed the communes as "reac-
tionary."40 He likened them to Moscow's abortive experiment with
communes after the revolution which had failed because "you can't
get production without incentive." Publication of his remarks
violated the Chinese sense of appropriate conduct among allies.

On 10 December 1958, a CCP plenum resolution backtracked on
the timing in the earlier statement, citing "fifteen, twenty, or more
years to complete" the building of socialism, with communism even

38 Text in PR, 29 (16 September 1958); quoted in Zagoria, Conflict, 97.
39 Chu Te in JMJP, 9 September 1958, and Li Hsien-nien in Hung-ch'i, 16 October 1958;

quoted in ibid., 102—3.
40 Ibid., 99, 126.
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more distant.41 It declared that "pay according to work" would
"occupy an important place over a long period," as opposed to
distribution according to "need" which, if introduced prematurely,
would be "undoubtedly a Utopian concept that cannot possibly
succeed."

This retreat from the positions advanced in late August did not end
the controversy over the GLF either within China or between the
PRC and the Soviet Union. Soviet skepticism continued over the
economic consequences. Soviet advisers became frustrated over the
flouting of their warnings.42 Soviet officials resented the increased
demands for deliveries to China. Soviet leaders bristled at implica-
tions of Chinese ideological superiority. Although basically an inter-
nal affair, Mao's reckless economic experiment inevitably involved
foreign relations, as had his decision to bombard Quemoy - also
ostensibly an internal matter.

The Quemoy bombardment ended in humiliation for the PLA.
Mao's repeated injunction to "strategically despise, tactically respect"
had failed to restrain his hand. Similarly, the GLF ended in the
economic catastrophe of 1960-61. Mao's ignorance of economics,
which he belatedly admitted, had failed to rein in his hubris. Seen
from Moscow, the magnitude of miscalculation in both instances
suggested megalomania. This perception was eventually to provoke a
Soviet withdrawal of aid in i960, thereby making a necessity of the
"self-reliance" program announced in 1958.

PHASE TWO: 1959-1960

Overview

Strain in the Sino-Soviet alliance neared the breaking point in 1959-
60 as a result of Khrushchev's meeting with Eisenhower in the
United States, Moscow's public neutrality in the Sino-Indian border
dispute, Peking's challenge to the Kremlin's ideological leadership,
the withdrawal of Soviet economic aid, and the polemical exchanges
at multiparty conferences in Bucharest and Moscow. But dramatic
and far-reaching as were these developments in their implications
for national, regional, and global politics, other relationships also re-

41 Ibid., 125-26.
42 Fora recapitulation of Soviet advisors' experiences and criticisms during 1958-59, see O. B.

Borisov and B. T. Koloskov, Sino-Soviet relations, 194S-197J: A brief history, 144-45.
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quired China's urgent attention. A Tibetan revolt forced the issue of
control over high Himalayan passes through which guerrillas could
flee and also return. This made Sino-Indian relations contentious -
whereas previously they had been avowedly friendly, if actually
competitive.

Sino-Indian tensions, in turn, affected Sino-Burmese border differ-
ences because the disputed McMahon Line continued throughout the
area. In addition, Communist insurgency in Burma tested Peking's
willingness to support "people's war" in neighboring countries.
Laos also challenged revolutionary rhetoric when the 1954 Geneva
Accords brought a neutralist regime that in 1958 gave way to an
anticommunist government under American sponsorship. Farther
away, Indonesia posed unique problems. First, an American effort
to topple Sukarno through a Sumatran rebellion failed. Then anti-
communist interests, led by the army, sought to break Sukarno's
pro-Peking orientation and his association with the Indonesian
Communist Party (PKI) by exploiting anti-Chinese sentiment to
provoke Peking into an overreaction.

These developments loaded the PRC foreign policy agenda with
questions that required answers, if not action. Ideological and theo-
retical formulations could guide polemical exchanges with Moscow
on a general line for the socialist bloc and the international communist
movement. They were, however, an inadequate guide for coping with
specific cases. Mao may personally have supervised major statements
on general policy that drove Soviet relations to the breaking point in
i960. But otherwise it appears that Chou En-lai and the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs adhered to the more restrained posture adopted at the
1955 Bandung Conference with the "united front from above"
against "imperialism and colonialism" evident in most of the impor-
tant confrontations that arose during 1959-60.

Laos

Developments in Laos revealed Peking's priority between cautious
diplomacy and revolutionary violence. The former prevailed through
much of this period. In May 1958, the Communist front in Laos
placed first in elections managed by the International Supervisory
and Control Commission (ICC) established under the 1954 Geneva
Accords. Neutralist premier Souvanna Phouma thereupon asked the
ICC to leave, its mission ostensibly completed. By the time it did so
in July 1958, Souvanna had resigned and the left-neutral coalition had
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been replaced by an anticommunist coalition under Phoui Sanani-
kone. His leadership resulted in a Taiwan consulate's being opened in
January 1959, at which time Phoui Sananikone declared the Geneva
Accords no longer binding and openly threatened to ally with the
United States. Peking charged correctly that Washington had already
been manipulating events behind the scenes. Its concern over the
Taiwan link arose from remnant Kuomintang (KMT) forces in the
hill and jungle border area causing trouble in Yunnan province.

In February Ch'en I formally accused "U.S. imperialism" of
violating the Geneva Accords and plotting aggression in Indochina.
He also demanded that the ICC enforce the accords. In March the
Southeast Asian Treaty Organization (SEATO) held maneuvers
against a hypothetical Chinese attack, and included nuclear weapons
in the exercise. Chinese media reacted with charges of a "tripartite
military alliance" linking Thailand, Laos, and South Vietnam, but did
not call on the Pathet Lao to take countermeasures.

By March the PRC felt compelled to admit "disturbances" within
its borders, attributing espionage and riots in Yunnan to American-
Laotian airdrops of supplies to KMT troops.43 Anxiety was probably
heightened by eruption of the Tibetan revolt the same month,
resulting in the flight of the Dalai Lama to India, together with tens of
thousands of refugees who were potential future guerrillas. The
CIA-KMT network of support for the Tibetan revolt made credible
Peking's charges about Laos.44

Fighting broke out in May when Phoui Sananikone ordered the
two Pathet Lao battalions, numbering 1,500 men, disarmed. One fled
and, with help from Communist North Vietnam, began attacking
Vientiane's forces. Meanwhile Peking sharpened its tone. It hit the
Laotian and Thai foreign ministers' joint statement which approved
Laos's joining a regional organization and once again called on the
ICC to remedy the situation. Secretly, however, Peking began to co-
operate with Hanoi. It provided modest amounts of military aid,
advisers, training, and recruitment among ethnically related groups in
support of the Pathet Lao.45 That summer, a Laotian-French agree-
ment legitimized American supplies and training for Vientiane's army.
Peking responded in August by formally demanding return of the

43 Chae-jin Lee, Communist China's policy toward Laos: A case study, 1954—67 (hereafter
Laos), 52.

44 Allen S. Whiting, The Chinese calculus of deterrence: India and Indochina, ch. 1, details the
evidence of clandestine activity in Tibet.

45 Lee, Laos, 55.
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ICC, withdrawal of all American military involvement, and restora-
tion of the status quo ante based on the Geneva Accords.

The arrival of a United Nations investigatory group in mid-
September apparently inhibited both sides, as evidenced by a marked
decline in reported casualties and a reduction in the sporadic fighting.
The UN report claimed evidence of Chinese material assistance in
the form of weapons, uniforms, and medical supplies, but implied
this was secondary to North Vietnam's role. The military situation
thereupon stalemated.

The right-wing coup at the end of 1959 provoked Peking's denun-
ciation of it as a "fascist and military dictatorship," and strongman
Phoumi Nosavan's continued attack on Pathet Lao forces won
Peking's pledge to resist "U.S. imperialist adventures to extend the
civil war in Laos."46 But no Chinese action followed. In May i960
Chou En-lai's visit to Hanoi produced a joint statement that merely
called for the resumption of ICC activity and faithful adherence to
the Geneva Accords.

Peking's relative passivity seemed justified in August i960 when
Kong Le, a neutralist army officer, seized power in Vientiane for the
avowed purpose of ending American intervention and restoring
Souvanna Phouma as premier. But Chinese efforts to reestablish a
united front between Souvanna and the Pathet Lao were countered
by Phoumi Nosavan's rival organization at Savannakhet, backed by
the United States and Thailand. Then in mid-December Phoumi's
forces seized Vientiane, driving Souvanna into refuge in Cambodia.
Resumption of civil war brought the two superpowers into an open
proxy confrontation as American advisers, tanks, and artillery sup-
ported Phoumi against Kong Le and the Pathet Lao, who were
supplied by Soviet airlift as well as by North Vietnam.

Ch'en I talked tough in warning that because the "biggest armed
intervention" by "U.S. imperialism" in Indochina since 1954 was a
"scheme" for an ultimate attack on China and Vietnam, the PRC
might have to take "proper measures."47 But Peking continued to
endorse Hanoi's proposal that the 1954 Geneva Conference be
reconvened and the ICC return to Laos. Thus the year closed with no
substantive change in China's public position, which favored negotia-
tions over fighting and only minor change in its clandestine support
for the Pathet Lao forces.

46 JMJP, 8 January; Radio Peking, n January; JMJP, 22 January, and Ta-kung pao, 23
January; in ibid., 65-66.

47 Ibid., 74.
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Cambodia, Thailand, and Burma

Chinese policy toward the noncommunist neighbors of Laos similar-
ly eschewed a radical revolutionary line, in contrast to its polemic
with Moscow. The Cambodian relationship began informally and
personally when Prince Norodom Sihanouk visited Mao in 1956 and
then publicly rejected SEATO's protection. A few months later
Peking's first aid grant to a noncommunist country gave Cambodia
$22.4 million for plywood, cement, textile, and paper factories. That
December Chou En-lai visited Phnom Penh, but formal diplomatic
relations began only in July 1958.

Suspicion that the Chinese economic mission in Cambodia was
subsidizing left-wing newspapers and promoting leftist influence in
Chinese schools and clubs prompted the regime to restrict foreign
participation in certain professions dominated by Chinese and to
place controls over the schools while abolishing the clubs.48 In i960
several hundred Chinese reportedly were arrested for subversion,
among other things, and several dozen were deported to China
following another visit by Chou in May. However, to what degree
these activities aimed at a genuine revolutionary movement as com-
pared with Peking's effort to convert the Chinese community from
its previous pro-Taiwan orientation has never been determined. So
far as Cambodian left-wing activities were concerned, French, and to
a lesser extent Soviet, influence was much more evident until 1961.

In contrast with Laos, i960 ended on a positive note for Peking
when Liu Shao-ch'i's visit to Phnom Penh resulted in signing of a
Treaty of Friendship and Mutual Nonaggression. Although no sub-
stantive changes occurred, this symbolized a relationship that was
to become increasingly close in the future.

Chinese relations with Thailand were virtually nonexistent during
these years. Bangkok viewed Sino-Cambodian ties as implicitly hos-
tile, evidenced by its October 1958 directive banning all Chinese
imports, as well as striking against communist and leftist activity. In
1959-60 Sino-North Vietnamese-Pathet Lao cooperation was seen
to pose a potential threat to Thai security should Laos come under
communist control. Bangkok reacted by strengthened support for
Phoumi Nosovan and cooperation with clandestine American
programs.

For its part, Peking responded with rhetoric to Thai activities
in and around Laos but did little to challenge Bangkok on its own

48 Melvin Gurtov, China and Southeast Asia - The politics of survival (hereafter Survival), 62.
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soil. The Thai Communist Party remained a minuscule and minor
annoyance until the mid-1960s. Its only visible relationship with
China at this time was a congratulatory telegram on the PRC tenth
anniversary, wholly bereft of any revolutionary reference. The large
and economically powerful Chinese community, in contrast with
Cambodia, maintained its Taiwan orientation.

Burma, the third noncommunist country adjoining Laos, posed
three problems for Peking. Remnant KMT bands in Burma threat-
ened Yunnan. A border dispute involved the troops of both coun-
tries. The Burmese Communist Party, specifically the so-called White
Flag faction, resisted Rangoon's rule with guerrilla warfare along the
Chinese border. The KMT presence was less serious than in Laos and
Thailand. More than half the force had been evacuated to Taiwan in
previous years, and the rest were more interested in the opium trade
than in anticommunist activity. Meanwhile, communist insurgents
appeared to receive little help from China, as evidenced by the fact
that from 1954 to 1958 Rangoon reported no evidence of Chinese
arms.49

The Sino-Burmese border, however, had been a sticking point
since 1954. After a minor clash in 1956, the reciprocal withdrawal of
forces from disputed sections in the Wa and Kachin states had
reduced tension, but negotiations from 1956 to 1958 had proved
fruitless. The issue was a sensitive one in Rangoon, faced with a
1,350-mile frontier to control and separated from much of it by
rebellious Shan, Karen, and Kachin minorities, as well as White
Flag remnants.

Burma's assiduous pursuit of neutrality benefited the PRC, how-
ever, in excluding a potential American presence. Its political value
emerged in October 1959 when Burma abstained on a UN resolution
condemning China for the use of force on the disputed Sino-Indian
frontier. This facilitated Ne Win's visit to Peking in January i960,
which produced a more generous border agreement than might have
been expected from the imbalance of Sino-Burmese power.50 Only
the western portion remained undefined, where the trijuncture of
China, Burma, and India rested on the disputed McMahon Line.

Indeed, it was probably the Sino-Indian dispute itself that

49 John H. Badgley, "Burma and China," in A. M. Halpern, ed. Policies toward China: Views
from six continents, 308.

50 China won three villages with 59 square miles plus 73 square miles in the Wa area; Burma
won four of six villages on "the 1941 line," plus 85 square miles in the Namwan Tract.
Gurtov, Survival, 95.
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prompted Peking to settle with Rangoon, not only as a reward for
Burma's abstention in the UN vote but also as a signal to New Delhi
that compromise was possible. In this regard it was no coincidence
that China concluded boundary and economic aid agreements with
Nepal on 21 March i960, followed by a friendship treaty with
Kathmandu on 28 April, between which dates Chou met with Nehru
in New Delhi. A similar motive undoubtedly underlay Ch'en I's trip
to Afghanistan and the conclusion of a Treaty of Friendship and
Nonaggression in Kabul on 26 August i960. China was willing to
compromise territorial disputes; but should India not follow suit,
it might face political isolation from its neighbors.

Indonesia

Lacking any adjacent or nearby land connection to China, in contrast
with the countries discussed above, Indonesia might be considered a
special case. But it too forced a choice on Peking during 1958-60
between a "united front from above," which made state-to-state
relations primary but which required a compromise of Chinese
interests, and a harsher stance of confrontation and pressure, possibly
involving revolution.

As in Laos, Peking vacillated briefly in 1959, experimenting with a
tougher stance. But ultimately it gave in to Jakarta in i960. Again
as in Laos, the bilateral relationship intertwined with the U.S.-
Taiwanese tie, on the one hand, and Soviet policy, on the other.
Indonesia did not involve China's security. In addition, Peking had a
stronger and somewhat more reliable friend in Sukarno than in
Souvanna.

In early 1958 a rebellion in Sumatra challenged Jakarta's rule. The
next month the U.S. Seventh Fleet appeared off Indonesia's coast,
ostensibly to safeguard American lives if necessary. But a SEATO
hint of possible support for the rebellion, evidence of Chinese
Nationalist arms flown in American B-26S from bases in the Philip-
pines, and capture of an American pilot based on Okinawa combined
to reveal the Washington-Taipei linkage.51

In April 1958, Peking sought to capitalize on this fact with a $16
million credit to Indonesia for the purchase of rice and textiles. The
next month it publicly linked Taiwan with the rebellion to posit a
joint security interest between China and Indonesia. Peking's pledge

51 David Mozingo, Chinese policy toward Indonesia: 1949-1967, 141-45 .
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of unspecified help was accompanied by a private offer which re-
portedly included "volunteers."52 This favorable international con-
text was reinforced by the participation in power of the growing
Indonesian Communist Party, although its orientation was implicitly
more toward Moscow than toward Peking, and in any event it was
beholden to Sukarno for a role in his "guided democracy."

Once the Sumatran rebellion was brought under control, however,
the situation rapidly changed. After breaking up pro-Taiwan groups
because of Taipei's activity, Indonesian interests turned to the re-
maining Chinese as a target of control. Army commanders stood to
gain as they took over Chinese ventures, while civilians would benefit
from lessened Chinese competition in finance and manufacturing.
Most important, conservative military leaders wanted to move Sukar-
no from his pro-Peking stance back toward the West and at the same
time to break the PKI before it became more powerful and indepen-
dent of Sukarno. For his part, Sukarno refused to face down the
army, which had suppressed the rebellion and was essential to his
plans for expansion and dominion first over West Irian and then over
Malaysia.

Thus in May 1959 the Indonesian Ministry of Trade announced
that all alien trading licenses would be revoked in rural areas by
December. A central army decree also approved local comman-
ders removing aliens from their residence "for security reasons." A
West Java colonel thereupon ordered all aliens into urban areas by
December. These developments opened the door to discrimination
against and confiscation of Chinese business interests throughout
the countryside.

Such steps were legally within Jakarta's purview. Although they
went against the sense of the 1955 Sino-Indonesian Dual Nationality
Treaty, Jakarta had yet to ratify it. Lacking any formal basis of
protest, in September Peking proposed "quiet diplomacy," to which
Foreign Minister Subandrio responded with a visist in October. But
he was reportedly harangued and threatened with a boycott of
Indonesian goods by the Singapore dockworkers if the discrimina-
tory steps were not ameliorated.53 Shortly after his return, the trade
ban was modified somewhat and West Java exempted Chinese aliens
who had applied for Indonesian citizenship before May.

But the situation became tense when the West Java colonel took
preemptory action to expel the Chinese, often with rough treatment.

52 Ibid., 146. 53 Ibid., 165-66.
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Chinese embassy personnel went to the area and mobilized resistance
by leaflets and meetings. Officials reacted by arresting local Chinese
and barring all embassy figures. In December Ch'en I called for
immediate ratification of the treaty, the protection of Chinese nation-
als and their interests, and voluntary repatriation after the sale of
property. The next day Peking began a systematic campaign to
persuade all Chinese, whether foreign or locally born, to leave for the
PRC.

Thousands responded to the appeal, fearful for their lives as well as
their fortunes. Inflation resulted from the hoarding of consumer
goods against a possible pogrom, and from the purchase of foreign
exchange. More basic disturbance of the economy was threatened by
the possible departure of Chinese essential to the processing and
marketing of key exports such as copra, oil, rubber, and tin, as well as
those who bridged rural and urban marketing while providing credit
to farmers.

Peking's pressures grew but Jakarta remained firm, refusing to
permit property or foreign exchange to be removed from the country.
The growing sense of confrontation between the two capitals
threatened the PKI, which could not afford to go down with the
Chinese but alternatively could not afford to lose a main source of
financial support.54 This dilemma was precisely what the decrees had
been designed to produce. To complicate matters further for Peking,
in February i960, at the height of the dispute, Khrushchev visited
Jakarta and provided a $250 million credit.

This concatenation of contrary pressures persuaded Peking to
back down on virtually all the issues, signaled by Chou En-lai's
remarks to the National People's Congress on 10 April i960. His
specific reference to "revisionist" plots against Sino-Indonesian rela-
tions suggested that the decision had been finally forced by fear of
Moscow's exploiting the dispute so as to be preeminent with Sukar-
no, the army, and the PKI. In addition, the timing coincided with the
border agreements associated with the Sino-Indian dispute.

India

Sino-Indian relations became critical in 1959-60, affecting China's
other relationships, particularly with the Soviet Union. Beginning in
1954, Peking and New Delhi publicly espoused the Five Principles of

54 Ibid., i8off.
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Peaceful Coexistence while privately differing over the border, as
depicted on their respective maps. But with the western section in
Ladakh virtually unpopulated and mutual observance of the eastern
section along the Northeast Frontier Agency (NEFA), the issue
remained dormant.

Then, in 1958, Peking disclosed a newly completed highway link-
ing Sinkiang with Tibet and traversing the Aksai Chin plateau, which
New Delhi's maps showed as Indian. Patrols sent to examine the
situation were captured and detained for a month, prompting India to
protest. That December Nehru reasserted his position in a letter to
Chou without reference to the highway. Chou replied in January,
stating that the border had never been delimited and that the highway
was in PRC territory.55 He proposed that although the McMahon
Line in the east was illegal, both sides should continue to observe the
status quo there. Nehru's reply in March restated India's demand that
China return to its side of the border at all points.

Meanwhile, a long-simmering revolt by the militant Khambas in
eastern Tibet spread to Lhasa's jurisdiction. On 10 March 1959, a
mass demonstration in the capital attempted to dissuade the Dalai
Lama from fleeing to India. In its aftermath, however, the PLA
opened fire, riots followed, and His Holiness fled during heavy
fighting. Peking protested New Delhi's open sympathy for the
Tibetans, but on 31 March the Dalai Lama won asylum, together with
thousands of his refugee supporters. This provoked further press
attacks in Peking and a formal demarche on 16 May accusing India of
"interference in China's internal affairs."56

Control over the high Himalayan passes came into question be-
cause they provided access to Tibet for guerrillas as well as to India
for refugees. In August 1959 PLA efforts to close off this flow
resulted in a clash with Indian patrols at Longju in the eastern sector,
and an Indian soldier was killed. The Indians abandoned this position
to Chinese occupation. On 8 September, Chou defended the PLA
actions as aimed at stopping remnant armed Tibetan rebels from
crossing the border back and forth.57 But he reiterated his proposal
that the border differences be settled through negotiations and that
until then both sides should observe the status quo.

In the meantime, on 6 September, Chinese officials had told the
Soviet charge d'affaires that New Delhi had provoked the border

55 Harold C. Hinton, Communist China in world politics, 285.
56 Ibid., 287. 57 Ibid., 289.
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dispute. They had warned Moscow against being "taken in by Nehru
who was striving to put pressure on China by utilizing the Soviet
Union."58 Three days later, however, the Soviet charge transmitted
the text of a Tass statement to be issued on 10 September that
implicitly rejected the Chinese position by taking a completely neu-
tral stand on the "incident" which it termed "certainly deplor-
able."59 Tass blamed "certain political circles and the press in the
Western countries" for trying "to obstruct a relaxation of inter-
national tension and to complicate the situation on the eve" of
Khrushchev's visit to Eisenhower.

According to Peking's subsequent polemic, Moscow issued the
Tass statement against China's express admonition to the contrary,
"thus revealing the differences between China and the Soviet Union
. . . without first distinguishing between right and wrong."60 More-
over, on 13 September 1959, Moscow signed an agreement to extend
more than $375 million for India's 3rd Five-Year Plan, negotiations
for which had begun in July. By doubling its total previous aid to
India, the Kremlin signaled its preferred side in the escalating Sino-
Indian confrontation.

The issue apparently triggered a sharp exchange between Khru-
shchev and the Chinese leadership during his appearance in Peking
following his trip to the United States. Peking's account claims
Khrushchev "did not wish to know the true situation . . . but insisted
that anyway it was wrong to shoot people dead."61 More dead
resulted, however, on 21 October, from fighting at Kongka Pass, at
the trijuncture of Tibet, Sinkiang, and Ladakh, where nine Indians
were killed and ten taken prisoner. Sino-Indian exchanges of notes
over the next month did not bring agreement on the PRC proposal
for a mutual withdrawal to 20 kilometers from the McMahon Line
and for talks before year end, but did lead to a cessation of border
patrols, thereby reducing the risk of further clashes.

Finally in April i960 Chou En-lai met with Pandit Nehru in New
Delhi, but after six days he left, having reached no agreement on
any aspect of the border dispute. The security of Tibet precluded
Chinese compromise on the road through Ladakh and particular pass
points. Likewise, the passions of Indian nationalism expressed within
Nehru's own Congress party, as well as by the vocal opposi-
tion, blocked acceptance of the status quo in Ladakh as Peking pro-

58 JMJP, 2 November 1963, in Gittings, Survey, 114.
59 Tass, 9 September 1959, in ibid., 326.
60 Ibid., 114. 61 Ibid., 115.
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posed, although this would have included Peking's acceptance of the
McMahon Line.

Meanwhile, Sino-Indian relations continued to trouble Sino-Soviet
relations. Back in Moscow, Khrushchev publicly decried the border
clashes as "sad" and "stupid," causing him "regret" and "distress,"
but without taking China's side even by implication. Privately Peking
made successive protests to the Soviet ambassador, claiming this
"strict neutrality" actually worked against China and in favor of
India. Nevertheless, "in a verbal notification" of early February i960,
the CPSU informed the CCP that Peking's behavior was "an expres-
sion of a narrow nationalist attitude" and that New Delhi, "which is
military [sic] and economically immeasurably weaker," could not
"really launch a military attack on China and commit aggression
against it."62 This locked the position on both sides into irreconcil-
able difference.

Soviet-American versus Sino-Soviet relations

During Khrushchev's successive visits to the United States and the
PRC in September-October 1959, the theoretical issue of the general
line of "peaceful coexistence" versus "armed struggle" and the
practical issue of Taiwan linked Soviet-American and Sino-Soviet
relations. Neither issue involved any immediate choice of action,
either in the form of war with the United States or an attempt to seize
Taiwan. However, Khrushchev's trip forced Peking to respond to his
various statements. Given the context of Tibet, the Sino-Indian
border, Laos, and Indonesia - all simultaneously threatening PRC
interests - it is no wonder that Khrushchev's words provoked
vigorous Chinese criticism.

Peking's polemic, issued through Red Flag, targeted the
Khrushchev-Eisenhower meetings immediately after their initial
announcement in August and on the eve of their occurrence in
September 1959. Its main theme was an attack on those who "could
not clearly perceive the true nature of imperialism and entertained
various illusions about it. Hence they often lost their bearings."
Worse, they thought "the U.S. imperialists" would "lay down their
butcher knife and become Buddhas," that a hard, long-term anti-
imperialist struggle was no longer called for, and that "the imperial-
ists would no longer proceed with their disruptive schemes."63

62 Ibid. 63 PR, 22 September 1959.
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Khrushchev countered this line in Peking on 30 September 1959.
Ostensibly celebrating the PRC's tenth anniversary, he declared, "The
leaders of governments in some capitalist countries have begun to
show a certain tendency toward a realistic understanding of the
situation," noting his impression that "President Eisenhower . ..
understands the need to relax international tension. . . . Therefore we
on our part must do all we can to exclude war as a means of settling
disputed questions, and settle these questions by negotiations."64

Any attempt to "test by force the stability of the capitalist system
would be wrong."

Addressing the Supreme Soviet on 31 October, the Soviet leader
implicitly compared Mao with Trotsky. Khrushchev contrasted
Lenin's "flexible foreign policy" at the time of Brest-Litovsk in 1918
with Trotsky's "notorious slogan of 'neither peace nor war' by which
he played into the hands of the German imperialists."65 China had
the "legal and moral right" to recover Taiwan, for which Khrushchev
expressed sympathy and support, but he avoided addressing its
"liberation." As for Laos, the "skirmishes taking place could soon be
eliminated" with a "sensible approach"; therefore, the Soviet Union
opposed "even the smallest source of war in Laos which'could give
food to the aggressive forces."

In short, Peking and Moscow differed fundamentally as between
confrontation and compromise in coping with "U.S. imperialism."
Although Taiwan won no specific mention in the public exchanges
between Khrushchev and Eisenhower, the Soviet leader's remarks
implicitly but clearly opposed the use of force in its attainment by the
PRC. The same conflict of view arose with respect to the Sino-Indian
border dispute. Moreover, in each case divergent positions of princi-
ple paralleled divergent positions of interest. Beyond the territorial
questions involved in Taiwan and the border, both of which aroused
nationalistic sensitivities in Peking, there was the question of status
and prestige. Khrushchev could meet with Eisenhower as his equal in
diplomatic standing, but Mao was beyond the pale so far as U.S.
recognition and UN membership were concerned. Similarly, by
taking a neutral stance in the border dispute, Moscow could advance
its influence in New Delhi while Peking's would diminish.

These conflicts of interest in foreign affairs combined with sharp
differences over China's domestic development to create a near-total
impasse in the alliance. Khrushchev's intervention in internal affairs

64 Ibid., 6 October 1959. 65 Zagoria, Conflict, 282.
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through criticism of the communes and the GLF insulted Mao's
personal leadership. Soviet obstruction of China's nuclear weapons
program hobbled its future defense potential. Linkage between these
two problems is, on the basis of presently available evidence, only
circumstantial. But the coincidence in timing of key developments
was sufficient to reinforce Mao's suspicions of Khrushchev's duplic-
ity. In addition, of course, there may have been secret information to
strengthen such suspicion.

Thus the Soviet letter of 20 June 1959, abrogating the 1957 nuclear
assistance agreement, came one week after Minister of Defense P'eng
Te-huai returned from a "military goodwill mission" through East-
ern Europe and Mongolia. P'eng was in Poland when the Warsaw
Pact members met. He was reported to have had a friendly talk with
Khrushchev during their simultaneous visits in Albania. The two men
met again in Moscow on P'eng's way back. On 14 July, P'eng sent
Mao his subsequently celebrated letter attacking the GLF and by
implication, the Chairman himself. On 18 July, Khrushchev broke a
six-month moratorium on public criticism of China by excoriating
those who had advocated communes in the 1920s as having "a poor
understanding of what Communism is and how it is to be built."
Small wonder that Peking later charged P'eng's attack at the Lushan
Conference with having "the support of the Khrushchev revisionist
clique."66

Whether Khrushchev colluded with P'eng or acted independently
to exploit sensed opposition to Mao at the conference, the coinci-
dence of the two positions permitted Mao to imply conspiracy. It was
tolerable if nettlesome for Khrushchev to lecture Mao critically on
the Great Leap in private during their August 1958 summit.67 It was
intolerable, however, to lobby through PRC politics, adding injury
to insult by suspending help in China's atomic bomb program. These
developments appeared to exercise economic pressure for political
intervention in China's internal affairs.

Sino-Soviet differences aired

In February i960, the Warsaw Pact members issued a declaration that
claimed, "The main problem of international life in our day [is]
whether it will be possible to rule out completely the possibility of

66 PR, 1 July 1966.
67 Soviet government statement, 21 September 1963, in Gittings, Survey, 96. According to this,

"the Chinese leaders turned a deaf ear."
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a new war, which in the present conditions would lead to the death
of hundreds of millions of people and the annihilation of whole
states."68 Two months later the Red Flag editorial, "Long live Lenin-
ism," admitted that "imperialist war would impose enormous sacri-
fices upon the peoples of various countries," but reassuringly asserted,
"On the debris of a dead imperialism, the victorious people would
create very swiftly a civilization thousands of times higher than the
capitalist system and a truly beautiful future for themselves."69

These two statements captured the contradictory postures of Mos-
cow and Peking on the general line to be adopted toward the United
States and its associates. Their publication for multiple audiences
revealed the willingness of both sides to expand the dispute from
bilateral to multilateral confrontation. In the process, however, the
specific problems of 1958-59 were muted, and greater stress was
given to ideological and theoretical issues. This, in turn, betokened a
struggle for leadership of the international Communist movement,
initiated by Peking in a defiant challenge to Moscow.

The year i960 was one of unprecedented public polemics and bitter
private exchanges between the two Communist capitals as they
waged their dispute through reams of articles and weeks of confer-
ences. At the February Warsaw Pact meeting, China's delegate, albeit
only an observer, spoke in obvious disagreement with the declara-
tion. Then in April both Red Flag and the People's Daily offered
lengthy exegeses of Lenin's writings to prove that Peking's position
was not only correct for the moment but also fully consonant with
the founding father's teachings. By implication, the heavily
documented line of argument rebutted Khrushchev's well-known
positions as "modern revisionism." At the World Federation of
Trade Unions (WFTU) conference in June, the Chinese used their
position as host to lobby delegates from various countries against
Moscow's general line, thereby moving the bilateral dispute into a
multilateral forum.

Moscow met Peking's challenge head on in a lengthy ideological
counterattack delivered by a Politburo member for the ninetieth
anniversary of Lenin's birth. Further exchanges in June followed the
WFTU meeting, but the first major personal confrontation before a
selected audience occurred at the Rumanian Party Congress, 20-26
June i960, in Bucharest. An authoritative account of the secret

68 Text in Hudson, Dispute, 66. 69 Ibid., 93-94.
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speeches revealed the extent to which the two sides traded verbal
blows in the presence of delegates from fifty communist parties.70

Khrushchev criticized the Chinese on global strategy and domestic
economic development. He claimed they could not be trusted with
nuclear weapons, and compared Mao with Stalin - as vain and
isolated from reality. The Chinese responded, accusing Khrushchev
of betraying Marx, Lenin, and Stalin. The Soviet leader chided those
who "act like children who, studying the alphabet, compile words
from letters" and "mechanically repeat now what Vladimir Ilyich
Lenin said many decades ago."71 A CCP statement distributed as
the meeting adjourned accused Khrushchev of being "patriarchal,
arbitrary, and tyrannical."72

The CCP statement came as an immediate rejoinder to a Soviet
Party letter to the Chinese of 21 June that Khrushchev distributed at
the conference opening. The CCP statement claimed he had launched
a "surprise attack of putting forward a draft communique" without
prior consultation or full discussion at the meeting. The Chinese
further declared that "when the occasion arises" they would "carry
on serious discussions with the CPSU and other fraternal Parties on
our differences with Comrade Khrushchev." The Soviet letter would
also be responded to in due course. Bucharest thus proved to be the
opening round in a new series of exchanges, both public and private.

As a flurry of press polemics emerged that summer, however,
Moscow suddenly informed Peking in mid-July that all Soviet techni-
cians would be withdrawn by early September. Peking subsequently
claimed that 1,390 experts departed, 343 contracts were "torn up,"
and "257 items for scientific and technical cooperation were
abolished."73 Moscow denied that any substantive role for the experts
had been possible since the beginning of the GLF and cited its
suggestion in 1958 that they leave then.74 Although they had prob-
ably become superfluous, their withdrawal, taking "thousands" of
blueprints and technical papers, according to Peking, could only

70 The Sino-Soviet dispute and its significance, Central Intelligence Agency, i April 1961, TS
#i42274-b (hereafter cited as Significance). Originally Top Secret, this study drew on
first-hand accounts of the three confrontations in i960 at Bucharest, Moscow, and the
pre-Moscow drafting session. Much of the material was subsequently confirmed in the open
polemical exchanges of 1963.

71 N. S. Khrushchev, "Speech at the Third Congress of the Rumanian Workers' Party," 21
June 1960, in Gittings, Survey, 346-47.

72 Ibid., 350.
73 PR, 6 December 1963, in Gittings, Survey, 142.
74 Soviet statement of 14 August 1964, in ibid., 137-39.
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inflame Chinese nationalism and cement support for Mao's vaunted
program of "self-reliance." Peking reacted by publicly asserting its
ability to "rely on our own efforts . . . in socialist construction."
Privately it responded to the 21 June Soviet letter on 10 September,
charging Moscow with having exerted pressure through the techni-
cians' withdrawal, but concluding defiantly: "Truth cannot be
bought."75

From 30 September to 22 October, delegates from 26 communist
parties met in Moscow to draft a declaration for a fuller conference
where 81 parties were represented, from 10 November to 1 December
i960. The two assemblages witnessed hours of charges and counter-
charges exchanged between Khrushchev, Suslov, and other Soviet
leaders on the one hand, and Teng Hsiao-p'ing on the other. Mao did
not attend, he and Kim Il-sung being the only bloc leaders absent. Liu
Shao-ch'i said little at the meetings, but met privately with Khru-
shchev at Ho Chi Minh's instigation in a successful last-minute effort
to negotiate agreement on a conference statement.76

The Soviet side focused mainly on theoretical questions concerning
the proper attitude toward wars - general, local, "national libera-
tion," and revolutionary. The Chinese answered in kind but went
beyond this to review specific policy disputes between the two
capitals. Teng recapitulated the events of 1956-59, including alleged
Soviet demands for military facilities in China, Moscow's reaction to
the Sino-Indian fracas, its public criticism of the GLF and com-
munes, Khrushchev's supposed remarks on China to Eisenhower,
the anti-China Soviet press campaign, which included threats to
the PRC, the technicians' withdrawal, and unspecified "border
encroachments."77

Of the 81 parties present, a handful supported Peking, and of these,
only Albania went all the way in attacking Soviet policy and practice.
On several issues the Australian, Japanese, North Korean, North
Vietnamese, and Indonesian delegates sided more or less with the
Chinese. Essentially, however, Khrushchev succeeded in mobilizing
overwhelming support against Mao in absentia. The conference
unanimously approved a compromise document whose tortured
merger of the divergent positions forestalled the embarrassment of an
open break but did little to advance the vaunted "unity" to which all
present pleged support. Combined with Moscow's polling out its
economic advisers and assistance, the public and private polemics of

75 Significance, Annex, 4. 76 Ibid., Annex, 33. 77 Ibid., Annex, 25-26.
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i960 virtually ended the Sino-Soviet alliance as a working rela-
tionship. The personalization of the dispute by Khrushchev, manifest
in his taking the harshest line against Mao's individual leadership,
added an extra dimension of confrontation that would foreclose any
reconciliation at least until his removal four years later.

PHASE THREE: 1961-1962

Nothing new was added to China's foreign policy agenda in 1961 —
62, but previous problems took new turns, generally for the worse.
Sino-Soviet differences added Albania as a point of contention,
became more heated over India, and burst into the open with the
Cuban missile crisis of October 1962. India's emulation of Chinese
probing tactics along the disputed Himalayan border triggered a brief
war wherein the PLA swept down to the undisputed borders in
Ladakh and the Northeast Frontier Agency. Taiwan posed a per-
ceived threat of invasion as Chiang Kai-shek sought to exploit
the GLF economic disaster, whereupon the PLA moved counter-
deployments and Peking summoned Washington to an emergency
ambassadorial meeting at Warsaw. Almost simultaneously, a massive
exodus across the Sinkiang border prompted Peking to accuse
Moscow of seeking to detach that vast Central Asian area. In neigh-
boring Laos a mounting confrontation between communist and
noncommunist forces ended in another Geneva conference where the
major protagonists and their proxies compromised their differences
sufficiently to defuse the crisis and to camouflage the growing contest
over all of Indochina.

What made 1961-62 different, however, was the staggering con-
sequences of the GLF, worsened by the withdrawal of Soviet advisers
and assistance. Statistics released twenty years later showed an abso-
lute decline in China's population as a result of increased deaths from
famine and disease, combined with decreased births from lowered
conception and heightened infant mortality. Secret PLA records
captured at the time revealed declining troop morale because of
desperate economic conditions in home villages and entire provinces
under martial law to stop the looting of granaries and the killing of
cadres.

This domestic context for foreign policy contributed to a height-
ened sense of external threat perceived as responding to China's
economic difficulties. In mid-1962 the threat became manifest on
three sides - in the west, south, and east - with the two superpowers
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directly or indirectly involved on one or more of these fronts.
Although none of these problems was new, their impact on the
Chinese leadership was unprecedented, prompting one well-
informed diplomat to characterize the leadership as "panicky."78

The Sino-Soviet dispute

Enver Hoxha refused to be fenced in by the i960 Moscow statement
or cowed by Moscow's threat of political intervention in Albanian
politics. Instead, he joined Mao in a diatribe against Soviet "revision-
ism." An incipient Sino-Albanian entente emerged at the February
1961 Party Congress in Tirana, after which Moscow withdrew its
economic advisers and assistance. In October, at the twenty-second
CPSU Congress, sharp attacks on Stalin and Albania prompted Chou
En-lai to a dramatic walkout. Khrushchev thereupon broke diploma-
tic relations with Albania and in 1962 expelled Albania from the
principal organizations linking the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe,
the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance and the Warsaw Pact.
That spring Moscow mended the break with Belgrade through words
and deeds supporting "socialist" solidarity, in direct refutation of
Peking's polemic to the contrary. In September 1962 the Soviet
head of state, Leonid Brezhnev, visited Yugoslavia to confirm the
rapprochement.

Closer to home, a perceived threat of Soviet subversion arose in
Sinkiang. In 1961-62 economic dislocations similar to those pre-
valent elsewhere in China prompted the flight of non-Han peoples
across the Soviet border to join ethnic kinsmen with higher living
standards. The number of migrants reached between sixty thousand
and eighty thousand. Much of it was done with tacit official en-
couragement, as occurred simultaneously along the Hong Kong
border. The growth and pace of the exodus, however, apparently
caused alarm in Peking, and in May 1962 restrictions were suddenly
imposed. Because the migration required the connivance of Soviet
consulates issuing travel visas, local riots and their suppression by the
PLA inevitably involved the Soviets. Chou En-lai reportedly apolo-
gized to Moscow for the disturbances, but in July new restrictions
forced the closing of all Soviet consulates in Sinkiang and the trans-
formation of the border into a depopulated security zone.

78 Information available to the author at the time. For a comprehensive treatment of the period
and these problems, see Whiting, Calculus, chs. 1-5.
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Subsequently, Peking publicly accused Moscow of having
attempted to "detach" Sinkiang. This charge did not arise at the time
but may well have been believed by one or more groups in the
regime. It further fueled the dispute, recalling as it did Russian
occupation of the Hi Valley in 1871 and Soviet sponsorship of the
East Turkestan Republic in 1944-49.

Meanwhile, a slowly emerging Soviet-Indian military relationship
seemed to foreshadow a more substantive anti-Chinese alignment in
the subcontinent. In April 1961 Moscow sold eight four-engine troop
transports which New Delhi intended for use in Ladakh. Moscow
next provided helicopters capable of lifting men and supplies to
altitudes of 17,000 feet. By June 1962 Soviet-Indian discussions were
under way on the eventual manufacture of jet fighters in India based
on Soviet-provided factories.

A third development pertinent to China's national security came in
August 1962 when Moscow informed Peking it had accepted an
American proposal to halt nuclear proliferation by banning the
transfer of nuclear knowhow to nonnuclear countries. These coun-
tries would also agree to remain nonnuclear. Peking promptly de-
manded that Moscow not formalize this agreement by treaty and
threatened public denunciation.

Against this background of substantive differences came the Octo-
ber 1962 Cuban missile crisis. During the week-long confrontation,
Chinese restraint led to a government statement pledging support for
Moscow. But no sooner had the crisis ebbed than Peking publicly
accused Moscow of "adventurism" for having put intermediate-range
missiles in Cuba and "capitulationism" for agreeing to pull them
out under the American ultimatum. Mass rallies excoriated Soviet
behavior and defended Cuban sovereignty.

Peking's short-lived support of Moscow came during the first week
of Sino-Indian fighting on the high Himalayan frontier and may have
reflected uncertainty over the Soviet reaction. Pravda's simultaneous
backing of the Chinese position reciprocated this gesture. But in
parallel with Peking's changing stance on Cuba once the Sino-Indian
war was over, Khrushchev addressed the Supreme Soviet on 12
December 1962, disparaging claims of Indian belligerence and disput-
ing China's contention of national security's being involved in the
border disagreement.

In contrast with the ideological argument waged in open journals
and closed conferences, the confrontation over Albania and the
conflict of national interests involved in war and near-war situations
pitted Moscow against Peking on issues of truly vital importance.
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This further strain finally dissolved the Sino-Soviet alliance for all
practical purposes.

The Sino-Indian war

During the spring and summer of 1962, Indian patrols advanced into
disputed areas of the Himalayan frontier to establish outposts similar
to, and often behind, those advanced by the PLA previously. If
presence was to determine ownership, as Peking claimed, two could
play that game. The resulting confrontations, protests, and incidents
gradually raised the level of public acrimony and quickened the pace
of private diplomacy in the late summer and early fall. In mid-
September Peking warned New Delhi against "playing with fire" and
proposed that discussions without preconditions take place one
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month later. The deadline lapsed without Indian compliance, and in
the meantime more serious incidents caused casualties on both sides.
On 20 October, after an Indian crossing of the McMahon Line into
undisputed Tibetan territory, the PLA launched a coordinated offen-
sive against alleged "large-scale, all-out attacks" in the eastern and
western sectors of the frontier.

After one week the PLA suspended its offensive while Peking
assessed the reactions of New Delhi, Moscow, and Washington.
Indian intransigence, stiffened by the nationalistic response to foreign
attack, coupled with relative passivity on the part of the two super-
powers, preoccupied with their own dispute, prompted a resumption
of the Chinese attack three weeks later. On 20 November, exactly
one month after the initial offensive, Peking announced a unilateral
ceasefire and a troop withdrawal to 20 kilometers behind the line of
actual control as it had existed on 7 November 1959, provided that
the Indian forces also stopped fighting and did not attempt to recover
positions held before the conflict began.

The PLA proved superior on every count. Holding the high
ground and well-supplied by truck routes, PLA firepower easily
decimated the Indian offensive, which was uphill and supplied only
by porters climbing over rough terrain at high altitudes. The Chinese
expelled Indian forces from all the territory claimed by Peking
but did not cross any undisputed boundary. The PLA took 3,968
prisoners of war; the Indians took none. New Delhi claimed its
casualties reached 1,383 killed and 1,696 missing in action. Peking re-
leased no comparable statistics, but Chinese losses undoubtedly were
much lower, given the nature of the fighting. Many Indian units fell
under surprise attack, and others fled. Politically, Peking capped
New Delhi's humiliation by gratuitously returning not only the
entire NEFA but also all prisoners, together with a meticulously
itemized inventory of trucks, guns, and ammunition. Last but not
least, in tacit contrast with Khrushchev's handling of Cuba, Mao was
neither "adventurist" nor "capitulationist." His unique termination
of hostilities foreclosed any action on behalf of Nehru by "imperial-
ism" or "revisionism," while retaining the strategic Aksai Chin
plateau through which ran the Sinkiang-Tibet highway.

Tension from Taiwan

On 29 May 1962, Foreign Minister Ch'en I spoke at length in a press
interview on China's foreign policy problems with the United States
and India. He referred repeatedly to the possibility of a U.S.-
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supported invasion from Taiwan exploiting serious economic prob-
lems on the mainland. Admitting that opponents of communism in
China "may amount to several million," Ch'en noted that "a distur-
bance by Chiang Kai-shek would mean another reason for an attack
on the government by them."79

Peking's alarm responded to indications from Taiwan of prepara-
tions for an attack, seemingly encouraged by high-level American
visits. In March Taipei called up recruits a year ahead of schedule and
delayed demobilization indefinitely beyond the initial terms of ser-
vice. It also organized sea transport into "mobilization groupings."
In May an "invasion preparation tax" levied a heavy tariff on
industries. At the same time, Washington appointed a former World
War II admiral with amphibious combat experience as its ambassador
to Taiwan.

Meanwhile, throughout May 1962 tens of thousands of refugees
streamed across the Hong Kong border, seeking relief from economic
chaos. This drew worldwide attention to China's domestic crisis,
resulting in emergency food shipments to Hong Kong from the
United States, Great Britain, and Canada, plus an American lifting of
Chinese immigration quotas. Under these circumstances the PLA
rushed more than 100,000 troops into Chekiang and Fukien pro-
vinces opposite Taiwan during the first three weeks of June. On 23
June Peking convened the Sino-American ambassadorial meeting in
Warsaw on twenty-four hours' notice to warn against supporting
Chiang Kai-shek in an invasion of the mainland, pointedly alluding to
the Korean War as a reminder of the consequences for the United
States.

In addition to the American ambassador's denial of any such
intention, President Kennedy four days later publicly confirmed U.S.
policy as "opposed to the use of force in this area." These reassur-
ances proved sufficiently credible for the PLA deployment to be
reversed, and the crisis passed. The episode, however, contributed to
the sense of threat from India because of cooperation with Taiwan
and the CIA in providing refuge and supplies for Tibetan guerrillas.
The linkage won attention in a People's Daily report on an Indian
press reference to the prospect of China facing "war on two fronts."
Thus the coincidence in timing of the Sinkiang exodus, Soviet mili-
tary aid to New Delhi, advancing Indian patrol activity, and prepara-
tions on Taiwan for invasion all merged into a coordinated threat as
seen from Peking in the summer of 1962.

79 Ibid., 63-64.
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Laos: Geneva II

In response to this threat, Peking resorted to militancy and belliger-
ence in Sinkiang, the Taiwan Strait, and Tibet. Diplomacy proved
sufficient in Laos. In early 1961 the Kennedy administration had
debated armed intervention but finally accepted the British proposal
that a second Geneva conference arrange for the ICC to supervise a
ceasefire, followed by a neutral coalition government under Souvanna
Phouma.

Peking thereupon dropped its objections to the ICC role and
supported the Geneva negotiations while covertly strengthening the
Pathet Lao with military supplies and advisers. Chinese policy aimed
at reducing the threat of American intervention, removing Laos from
the SEATO treaty's protection, and relieving Hanoi as well as the
Pathet Lao of the need for Soviet assistance. Negotiations dragged on
into 1962, when suddenly right-wing forces attacked the Pathet Lao.
A sharp Communist counterattack threatened the local power ba-
lance, whereupon President Kennedy sent more than 5,000 Marines
to the Thai-Lao border, joined by British, Australian, and New
Zealand air units, in response to a SEATO meeting.

While Moscow adopted a low posture, Peking publicly threatened
intervention. Privately, however, Chinese advice apparently brought
Pathet Lao restraint, and the three factions finally agreed to a
coalition government that won immediate PRC recognition. On 23
July 1962 the Geneva Conference ended by confirming Laotian
neutrality, albeit guaranteed only by joint consultation among the
fourteen signatories. The ceasefire had never proved effective during
negotiations, and it dissolved thereafter, as the three factions retained
their respective armed forces. Peking's careful mixture of public
rhetoric, diplomatic compromise, and covert support for the Pathet
Lao had succeeded in showing up Moscow and deterring Washington
without risking open confrontation.

PHASE FOUR: 1963-1964

Overview

Having stabilized its collapsing economy and fended off the per-
ceived threats in Sinkiang, Tibet, and the Taiwan Strait, Peking was
less pressured by domestic and foreign crises in 1963-64. But no
outstanding issues were resolved, and some worsened. The Sino-
Soviet dispute burst into an open exchange of accusations and revela-
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tions communicated through lengthy, detailed letters and statements
released by both sides. Mao added fuel to the fire by hinting he might
demand the return of all territory ceded by treaty to tsarist Russia.
Incidents multiplied along the frontier as Chinese insistence on
disputed boundaries prompted bilateral discussion. Finally, after
Moscow signed a nuclear test-ban treaty with Washington, Peking
detonated its first atom bomb.

Indochina gradually increased in importance as the United States
drastically expanded its military presence in South Vietnam and
threatened to bomb North Vietnam if it did not cease supporting
communist insurgents in the south. In August 1964, American air-
craft struck North Vietnamese patrol boat bases after an alleged
attack on American destroyers in the Gulf of Tonkin. Peking there-
upon sent MIG jet fighters to Hanoi as a token of support, while
Moscow avoided direct involvement.

Laos became entangled in the Vietnam War as communist infiltra-
tion routes from north to south came under air attack from U.S. bases
in Thailand. This, in turn, prompted Peking to step up its presence in
Laos and encourage the militancy of the Thai Communist Party. The
year 1964 ended with the fall of Khrushchev, an abortive trip to
Moscow by Chou En-lai to test the new leadership, and the threat of
a possible Sino-American confrontation over Indochina. Amid these
negative developments, France's granting recognition to the People's
Republic provided a positive sign of diplomatic progress that some-
what offset a series of setbacks for Chinese tactics in the Afro-Asian
arena. China's relations with Pakistan, Cambodia, Burma, and In-
donesia continued to improve as diplomacy prevailed over revolu-
tionary rhetoric. In the case of Japan, trade increased considerably as
the Chinese economy recovered from the disastrous GLF and Peking
realized it had more to gain economically and diplomatically from
high-level "unofficial" economic agreements than from futile earlier
attempts to pressure or manipulate Tokyo into a reappraisal of its ties
with Taipei and Washington.

The Sino-Soviet rift widens

During the winter of 1962-63, the dispute between Moscow and
Peking surfaced in Eastern European Party congresses, followed by
fierce Chinese attacks on third parties which served as surrogates for
the actual Soviet target. Anxious appeals for compromise from con-
cerned communists in Asia and Europe prompted both sides to agree
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they would meet in July 1963. But in June Peking broke its pledge to
"temporarily suspend" polemics, publicly listing twenty-five points
of principle to be discussed at the bilateral talks. These began as
scheduled on 5 July, but eight days later the People's Daily resumed
its anti-Soviet editorials. Moscow reacted immediately with a lengthy
public recapitulation of the origin and history of the dispute.

On the surface China appeared intransigent, initiating greater
tension in bilateral relations. But secretly Soviet policy had taken an
important step in the multilateral area of nuclear arms negotiations
aimed at restricting China. This issue had lain dormant but potential-
ly divisive ever since Khrushchev's short-lived unilateral test suspen-
sion in March 1958 and his January 1959 proposal for an atom-free
zone in Asia. Peking had supported both moves, albeit slowly. More
recently, however, it had repeatedly warned Moscow in private
against "any sort of treaty between the Soviet government and the
United States which aimed at depriving the Chinese people of their
right to take steps to resist the nuclear threats of U.S. imperialism."80

Despite Peking's demarches, on 15 July 1963, in the midst of
Sino-Soviet talks, Khrushchev began negotiations with the United
States and Great Britain on the prohibition of nuclear tests in the
atmosphere. On 21 July the Sino-Soviet talks adjourned "until some
later time," and on 25 July, the Test Ban Treaty was signed.

Khrushchev's timing could not have been more provocative, and
Peking responded accordingly. Government statements, editorials,
and correspondence between the two parties proliferated in the
Chinese and Soviet press, documenting in detail accusations of
ideological heresy, political betrayal, and direct threats to the national
interests, including security, of both countries. In addition to actions
and events dating back to the Twentieth Party Congress and the
Quemoy bombardment, a new point of controversy emerged con-
cerning the Sino-Soviet border and the land tsarist Russia had taken
from China.

The territorial question initially emerged almost as an aside in
December 1962 when Khrushchev, lashing back at Chinese criticism
of his Cuban missile crisis behavior as "capitulationist," chided Mao
for continuing to tolerate Portuguese and British rule over Macao and
Hong Kong, respectively. In March 1963 Peking responded to the
American Communist Party's replay of Khrushchev's line by citing

80 Statement by spokesman of Chinese government, 15 August 1963, in Gittings, Survey,
186-87.
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the many instances of Chinese territory's being lost to nineteenth-
century imperialism, including three "unequal treaties" whereby
Russia took much territory in the west, north, and northeast. The
People's Daily editorial ended, "In raising questions of this kind, do
you intend to raise all the questions of unequal treaties and have a
general settlement? Has it ever entered your heads what the conse-
quences will be? Can you seriously believe that this will do you any
good?"81

In its version of the dispute's origin and history, Peking accused
Moscow of'having "enticed and coerced several tens of thousands of
Chinese citizens into going to the Soviet Union" while subverting
Sinkiang in 1962.82 Moscow responded: "Beginning with i960,
Chinese servicemen and civilians have been systematically violating
the Soviet border. In the single ye^r of 1962, more than 5,000
violations . . . were registered."83 The statement charged Peking with
refusing to consult on border problems to avoid some misunder-
standings, while "making definite hints at the unjust demarcation of
some sections . . . allegedly made in the past."

On 25 February 1964, the two sides met in Moscow on this issue.
Four days later, Peking charged that "in recent years the Soviet side
has made frequent breaches of the status quo on the border, occupied
Chinese territory and provoked border incidents."84 But the state-
ment declared, "Although the old treaties relating to the Sino-
Russian boundary are unequal treaties, the Chinese Government is
nevertheless willing to respect them and take them as the basis for a
reasonable settlement of the question."

This definition of the situation did not last long. On 10 July Mao
gave to some Japanese an interview that threatened to reopen the
entire territorial question, noting:

The Soviet Union has an area of 22 million square kilometers and its popula-
tion is only 220 million. It is about time to put an end to this allotment....
About a hundred years ago, the area to the east of [Lake] Baikal became
Russian territory, and since then Vladivostok, Khabarovsk, Kamchatka, and
other areas have been Soviet territory. We have not yet presented our
account for this list.85

81 JMJP, 8 March 196}, in Dennis J. Doolin, Territorial claims in the Sino-Soviet conflict, 30.
82 Joint JMJP and Hung-ch'i editorial, 6 September 1983, in ibid., 32.
83 Soviet government statement, 20 September 1963, in ibid., 32.
84 Letter from the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party, 29 February 1964, to

the Centra! Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, in ibid., 37-38.
85 Sekai Shuho, 11 August 1964, in ibid., 43-44. An authoritative but unofficial Chinese text in

Wan-sui (1969), 540-41, confirms the Japanese account.
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Subsequently Chou En-lai claimed that "there were some incorrect
comments by the Japanese press concerning Chairman Mao's state-
ment," but he did not repudiate any specific part of the reported
interview. Soviet media fully exploited Mao's words as proof of
Chinese "expansionism." Privately his statement probably contri-
buted to decisions that increased the Soviet forces opposing
China, evidence of which emerged in 1965 and mounted during the
following years.

On 14 October 1964, Khrushchev suddenly fell from power in a
virtual coup, which installed Leonid Brezhnev and Alexei Kosygin as
leaders. On 16 October China exploded its first atom bomb. This
coincidence of events provided an auspicious background to Chou
En-lai's 5 November visit to Moscow for the first high-level talks
since July 1963. But his return to Peking on 14 November without
any joint statement left Sino-Soviet relations essentially where they
were before Khrushchev's ouster.

The Indochina War intensifies

The flimsy Laotian accords fashioned at Geneva failed to contain
fighting among the factions, and the situation worsened as Hanoi and
Washington escalated their covert struggle over South Vietnam.
North Vietnam's use of Laos for infiltrating troops and supplies to
the guerrilla war in the south prompted American attacks through
Laotian and Thai intermediaries on the infiltration routes and Pathet
Lao bases. In June 1964 these attacks hit the Chinese mission in
Khang Khay, killing one and wounding five. Peking protested but
took no overt action.

In August two American destroyers on an electronic intelligence
mission in the Gulf of Tonkin associated with covert South Viet-
namese attacks on North Vietnamese radar installations were fired on
by Hanoi's torpedo boats without suffering significant damage or any
casualties. Two days later the destroyers returned at night and again
reported they were under attack. (It was subsequently discovered
that the reports had been in error.) President Johnson immedi-
ately ordered air strikes against six North Vietnamese naval bases.
Moscow proposed that the incident be taken up at the United
Nations, contrary to Hanoi's will, but Peking dispatched a
squadron of MIG-15S and MIG-17S flown by Vietnamese trained
in China.

Publicly China warned, "Whenever the U.S. imperialists invade
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M A P I I . China and Southeast Asia
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the territory, territorial waters, or air space of the Democratic
Republic of Viet Nam, the Chinese people without hesitation will
resolutely support the Vietnamese people's just war against the U.S.
aggressors.... Should it dare to launch an attack on the Democratic
Republic of Viet Nam, the Chinese people will absolutely not stand
by with folded arms or sit idly by without lending a helping hand."86

Privately Peking increased the quality of jet fighters in its southern
region and constructed three new airfields immediately north of
Indochina, two of which seemed designed to support the air defense
of North Vietnam.87

By the end of 1964, the number of American military personnel in
Thailand had reached 6,500, mostly Air Force personnel. Sorties from
secret Thai bases accompanied CIA-led Laotian ground and air
attacks on the Pathet Lao and the so-called Ho Chi Minh Trail in
eastern Laos. On 1 October, the Communist Party of Thailand's
message to Peking on the PRC national day, calling for the overthrow
of the Bangkok regime, was unprecedently militant. Precisely one
month later, the clandestine radio station Voice of the Thai People,
broadcasting in Chinese, launched the Thai Independence Movement
with the avowed aims of ousting "U.S. imperialism from Thai-
land and toppling the Thanom government."88 At the same time,
Radio Peking increased its Thai programming from 14 to 21 hours a
week.

None of these moves committed Peking to any specific action. The
various measures, overt and covert, were aimed at deterring Washing-
ton from carrying out its threatened air attacks on North Vietnam,
and Bangkok from participating in the Laotian struggle. But though
basically limited to signaling possible future steps, these moves
qualitatively changed China's involvement in Indochina. Peking's
pledge to Hanoi implied some future Chinese response should the
United States make good its threat to bomb the North. Failure to
respond would discredit later Chinese deterrence efforts and provide
Moscow with an advantage in the Sino-Soviet contest for influence in
third countries. In addition, Peking's encouragement of communist
militancy in Thailand changed a posture of moderation dating back to
the 1955 Bandung Conference. Unleashing of local insurgents could
be difficult to reverse without losing ground to Hanoi as a rival
patron of the Thai Communists, quite aside from the potential
damage to China's revolutionary reputation elsewhere.

86 PR, 32, 7 August 1964. 87 Whiting, Calculus, 176-77. 88 Gurtov, Survival, 12-13.
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The Afro-Asian world

That revolutionary reputation had already suffered contradictory
pressure from China's diplomatic aims, especially in the Third
World, then subsumed under the Afro-Asian rubric. In early 1964
Peking defined a "vast intermediate zone" in the international system
as "composed of two parts. One consists of the independent coun-
tries and those striving for independence in Asia, Africa, and Latin
America. . . . The second part consists of the whole of Western
Europe, Oceania, Canada, and other capitalist countries.... While
their ruling classes are exploiters and oppressors, these countries are
themselves subjected to U.S. control, interference, and bullying.. . .
In this regard they have something in common with the socialist
countries and the peoples of various countries."89

This formulation came just one week before the first major power
recognition of the PRC since 1950. On 27 January 1964, France and
China established diplomatic relations, thereby justifying the second
category of this "intermediate zone." Although President de Gaulle's
action provoked debate in Japan, Prime Minister Ikeda showed no
inclination to follow his example and step out of line with the United
States. The takeover of Eisaku Sato as prime minister in November
1964 at first seemed to promise a strengthened relationship, but the
Chinese soon came to regard him as being as hostile to their interests
as his brother Prime Minister Kishi in the late 1950s. They had to be
satisfied with the de facto diplomatic ties established as a result of the
1962 Liao-Takasaki trade agreement, which led to the posting of
Foreign Ministry and trade officials in the "unofficial" Japanese trade
office in Peking.

In the first category within the "intermediate zone," the PRC won
recognition from Kenya, Burundi, Tunisia, Congo (Brazzaville),
the Central African Republic, Zambia, and Dahomey, all between
December 1963 and November 1964. This brought to a total of 52
those countries with which the PRC had diplomatic relations.

The prominence of newly independent African states in this pro-
cess underscored the importance accorded Chou En-lai's tour of ten
African countries from 14 December 1963 to 4 February 1964. His
multiple mission was to explain China's refusal to sign the nuclear
test-ban while detonating its own atomic device, encourage anti-
Soviet positions and "self-reliance" in economic affairs, and raise

89 JMJP editorial of 21 January 1964 in PR, 4, 24 January 1964.
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revolutionary rhetoric to a level inconsistent with Chou's status
as premier and his reputation as diplomat. All this got mixed re-
sults.

Peking's policy in Africa operated at three levels: official, indi-
vidual, and revolutionary. Token grants and loans symbolically
rivaled Western and Soviet aid programs but could not compete sub-
stantively. Militant individuals and potential opposition leaders that
Chou met through the Afro-Asian People's Solidarity Organization
(AAPSO) won subsidies and trips to China, often to the annoyance
of local governments. Insurgents received overt propaganda and
covert money, arms, and advice.

But when Chinese proteges targeted black governments, as in
Rwanda, Cameroun, and the Congo (Leopoldville), African reaction
tended to be critical, in contrast with the Chinese assistance to
anticolonial guerrillas in Angola and Portugese Guinea. Thus Chou's
assertion in Somalia that "an excellent revolutionary situation exists
in Africa" was countered by lectures delivered to him in private and
public from such different leaders as President Bourguiba of Tunisia
and Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia.

A particular problem for Chou was African unwillingness to take
sides in the Sino-Soviet dispute and disillusionment over China's
effort to manipulate AAPSO toward this end. The February 1963
AAPSO conference in Tanganyika polarized the participants into
factions supporting either Moscow or Peking. The Chinese prevailed
on several key points aimed against the Soviet and Indian positions
and dominated subsequent meetings of AAPSO affiliates. One result
was lack of support for another Bandung Conference, as advocated
by Peking. Instead, most African leaders called for a second non-
aligned conference that would exclude the Sino-Soviet disputants.
Plans for the latter emerged in March 1964; Mali refused to attend,
the only success of Chou's lobbying. The actual meeting in July
adopted resolutions favoring peaceful coexistence and opposing
nuclear weapons production, acquisition, and testing, all in rebuttal
of Peking's position.

Individual instances of successful state relations in the Afro-Asian
world somewhat mitigated these setbacks. Peking's close ties with the
leftist regime in Zanzibar survived the merger of Zanzibar and
Tanganyika in April 1964, with the new state of Tanzania receiving
one of China's larger credit lines of $42 million, together with a grant
of $2.8 million in June 1964. That August, President Julius Nyerere
announced he had invited Chinese instructors to train the Tanzanian
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army. Chinese mortars, heavy machine guns, and antitank guns were
publicly paraded the following February.90

In Southern Asia, Sino-Pakistani relations steadily strengthened.
Although Pakistani leaders explicitly denied any alliance, their hints
of an informal entente won low-key support in Peking in 1964 when
Chinese statements shifted to Pakistan's side in the Kashmir dispute
with India. The joint communique issued in February, after Chou's
trip to Rawalpindi, called for a settlement "in accordance with the
wishes of the people of Kashmir," a majority of whom were Muslim.
Foreign Minister Ch'en I's statement during the visit advocating
"Asia for Asians" accommodated that of his counterpart, Foreign
Minister Bhutto, whose ambivalent attitude toward SEATO under-
lay his description of Pakistan as "being both aligned and non-
aligned."91

In July, China granted Pakistan a $60 million long-term, interest-
free loan to be repaid with jute, cotton, and manufactured goods,
while Pakistan purchased Chinese cement, sugar mills, and machin-
ery. In October the New China News Agency asserted that the two
countries shared a "common cause of opposing foreign aggression
and intervention." This fell well short of an explicit commitment but
suggested an evolving relationship between Peking and Rawalpindi
juxtaposed against that between Moscow and New Delhi.

In Cambodia, China also pledged support but left undefined its
actual content. After Phnom Penh's renunciation of American eco-
nomic and military aid in November, 1963, Peking declared, "If the
Kingdom of Cambodia .. . should actually come under armed incur-
sions planned by the United States and its lackeys, the Chinese
Government and the Chinese people will steadfastly stand on the side
of Cambodia and moreover will give her full support."92 But the
following October Prince Sihanouk revealed he had been unable to
win Peking's agreement to a mutual defense treaty or a declaration
that an attack on Cambodia equalled an attack on China. His trip to
Peking had also failed to pressure Premier Pham Van Dong into
North Vietnamese acceptance of the existing border; Chinese spon-
sorship of the negotiations did not provide leverage on Cambodia's
behalf. Within these limitations, however, Peking solidified its
patron-client relationship with Phnom Penh against Washington's
alliance with Bangkok and Saigon.

90 J. D. Armstrong, Revolutionary diplomacy, 224.
91 Khalid B. Sayeed, "Pakistan and China," in Halpern, Views, 258-59.
92 Gurtov, Survival, 65.
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After Rangoon refused to side with New Delhi against Peking in
the Sino-Indian conflict, Burma benefitted from China's preferring
diplomacy over revolution. In April 1963 Liu Shao-ch'i arrived in the
Burmese capital with an agreement to complete ten aid projects,
including bridges, hydroelectric plants, and manufacturing facilities
for plywood, paper, sugar, and textiles. Chinese statements on
"national liberation struggle" carefully omitted reference to the
Communist Party of Burma, and the month of Liu's visit saw
Rangoon announce a general amnesty and offer unconditional nego-
tiations for all insurgents. Senior White Flag cadres returned from
China that summer. Peking's influence apparently helped to start
discussions between a White Flag mission and the Burmese govern-
ment in September.93

The collapse of these discussions and Rangoon's banning of all
political parties in March 1964 - except the officially sponsored one -
did not change Chinese policy. Visits to Rangoon by Chou and
Ch'en I during February and July 1964 revealed differences on
various matters, but sufficient agreement existed to permit continua-
tion of aid projects and a muting of critical comment in the Chinese
press. When the Burmese Communist Central Committee decided
during the summer and fall of 1964 to take a more militant line aimed
at "winning the war, seizure of power, and total elimination" of the
Rangoon regime, Peking remained silent. The Thai Communist
Party's call for the overthrow of Thanom was embodied in its PRC
National Day message on 1 October, but the Burmese message made
no such demand, despite the recent decision to fight. Instead it
praised "the government's foreign policy of peace and neutrality."

Sino-Indonesian relations similarly prospered from China's em-
phasis on governmental rather than Party ties. In March 1964 Peking
offered to transfer the Bank of China assets in Indonesia to Jakarta's
control. Since the bank had been seen as providing leverage over the
Chinese business community for funding the PKI, this seemed to
signal sincerity on Peking's part in foreswearing interference in
Indonesian affairs. Sukarno, rebuffed at the October 1964 nonaligned
conference in Cairo over his bid for support in confrontation with
Malaysia, flew to Shanghai on 4 November for talks with Chou
En-lai. Three weeks later, Ch'en I arrived in Jakarta for a week of
discussions, which resulted in a joint press release of unprecedented
agreement on a wide range of issues, including the struggle to "crush"

93 Ibid., 100.
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Malaysia.94 China also extended a credit of $50 million for foreign
exchange reserves and economic development.

Peking's pursuit of a tacit coalition within the "vast intermediate
zone" as identified in its public analysis of world affairs made
governmental relations primary and revolutionary relations secon-
dary. Ayub Khan, Sihanouk, Ne Win, and Sukarno won major
attention from Liu Shao-ch'i, Chou En-lai, and Ch'en I, who also
brought modest economic assistance that carried considerable sym-
bolic weight in view of China's obviously straitened circumstances.
In addition to exploiting local grievances of these leaders and regimes
against their immediate neighbors, PRC policy carefully cultivated
seeds of anti-Soviet or anti-American attitudes that might strengthen
China's position against the two superpowers. Thus, despite the
ideological thrust of the Sino-Soviet polemic which cast Peking in the
role of a radical revolutionary championing Marxism-Leninism,
Chinese foreign policy in 1963-64 resembled that of the celebrated
Bandung Conference nearly a decade earlier, except where the esca-
lating Vietnam War threatened China's self-defined interests.

1964: a watershed year

From several points of view, 1964 marked a watershed in Chinese
foreign relations. Qualitative changes in key areas posed new prob-
lems and prospects for the immediate future. First and foremost, the
Sino-Soviet dispute deepened and broadened. Second, American
escalation of the Vietnam War prompted Peking to increase its
support for Hanoi's defiance of Washington. Third, China's detona-
tion of an atomic bomb elevated the PRC to membership in the small
group of nuclear powers without, however, increasing its defense
capacity for some years to come. It even raised the possible threat of a
preventive attack by the Soviet Union, the United States or both.

The gradual deterioration of Sino-Soviet relations accelerated with
Mao's July interview publicly challenging the legitimacy of Russian
control over much of Siberia and the Soviet Far East. In that same
month was published "On Khrushchev's phony communism and its
historical lesson for the world," the ninth in the polemical series by
the editorial departments of People's Daily and Red Flag. Broadening
the attack beyond the Soviet leader, it alleged, "The revisionist
Khrushchev clique are the political representatives of the Soviet

94 Mozingo, Indonesia, 208—9.
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bourgeoisie and particularly of its privileged stratum [which] has
gained control of the Party, the government, and other important
organizations."95

Yet four months later, Chou En-lai went to Moscow to see
whether Khrushchev's removal could improve relations. Ironically,
Peking's July analysis proved correct, at least insofar as Khrushchev's
associates maintained the hard line on Sino-Soviet relations. This
foreshadowed a long and bitter confrontation that was not likely to
be ameliorated by any leadership changes in Moscow.

The worsening situation in Vietnam further complicated Sino-
Soviet relations. So long as the Moscow-Peking dispute had remained
mainly political, whether over ideology or strategy, the controversy
had not been central to China's vital interests, specifically its national
security. To be sure, border incidents and minor differences over
demarcation of the frontier might broaden to require a greater
defense commitment. Basically, however, the virulent polemical ex-
changes in the press and at communist party conferences involved
words, not action.

But the Gulf of Tonkin events raised the prospect of American air
attacks on North Vietnam and a widening American presence in
South Vietnam. This, in turn, forced Peking to strengthen its commit-
ment to Hanoi, both to reassure North Vietnam and, possibly, to
deter the United States. In this context, the Sino-Soviet dispute
threatened the security of China as well as that of Vietnam. At the
very least, it could complicate the transportation of military assist-
ance to Hanoi. At the worst, it could encourage Washington to
invade North Vietnam as it had North Korea and, if necessary, to
interrupt or damage China's ability to help its ally. Attacks on China
by the U.S. Air Force might not be inhibited by the Sino-Soviet
alliance as they had been in Korea, now that the two partners had
allowed their quarrel to appear irreparable.

The ultimate threat to China's national security lay in the prospect
of Soviet-American collusion to forestall Peking's imminent posses-
sion of an operational nuclear capability. In 1959 Moscow had
reneged on its promise to provide Peking with a sample atomic bomb.
In 1963 Moscow and Washington had reached agreement against
atmospheric tests. With both superpowers opposed to China's
nuclear future, either or both could attack the nascent production
facilities to cripple, perhaps permanently, this scarce source of

95 PR, 17 July 1964.
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strength. The October 1964 test explosion thus was a cause for
Chinese concern as well as pride.

At a lower level of importance, the prospect of China's recapturing
its Third World role of the mid-1950s appeared badly dimmed.
Efforts to promote a Second Bandung Conference stalled amid
Afro-Asian internecine differences and a general reluctance to allow
Sino-Soviet rivalries to factionalize further the various organizations.
Then Indonesia's sudden withdrawal from the United Nations on 5
January 1965 prompted Chou En-lai to demand that the United
Nations be "thoroughly reorganized" or, failing that, "another
United Nations, a revolutionary one, may well be set up."96 This
added to Peking's problems with other Third World regimes whose
membership in the world body was a universally accepted status
symbol.

Last but not least, the interrelated problems of Sino-Soviet rela-
tions, the Indochina War, and China's interaction with the Third
World moved rapidly toward a critical juncture just as domestic
politics were about to take a dramatic and ultimately destructive turn
that would threaten the very existence of the People's Republic as a
cohesive entity. The entangling of domestic and foreign policy had
already proved hazardous. In 1959 P'eng Te-huai's challenge to
Mao's management of the economy had coincided with Khrushchev's
denigration of the communes and reneging on the nuclear sharing
agreement. This precedent augured poorly for the rational disposition
of internal and external issues confronting Mao as 1964 drew to a
close; the full ramifications of this problem were to become acutely
manifest in the subsequent eighteen months. Indeed, seen from this
perspective, 1964 closed a chapter in China's foreign relations, which
were to experience increasing risk and tension for a number of years
to come. The period of 1958 to 1964 would seem relatively calm by
comparison, Quemoy and the Sino-Indian War notwithstanding.

96 Ibid., 29 January 1965, speech by Premier Chou En-lai at banquet for Indonesian Foreign
Minister Subandrio, 24 January 1965.
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